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Brambles Limited is a supply-chain logistics company operating
in more than 50 countries, primarily through the CHEP and IFCO
brands. Brambles is listed on the Australian Securities Exchange
(ASX) and has its headquarters in Sydney, Australia. The Group
specialises in the provision of Pooling Solutions and associated
services, focussing on the outsourced management of returnable
pallets, crates and containers. It has three Pooling Solutions
segments: Pallets, Reusable Plastic Crates (RPCs) and Containers.
In addition, Brambles owns the information management solutions
business, Recall.
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In June 2013 Brambles announced it had
become a signatory to the United Nations
Global Compact, a voluntary corporate
citizenship initiative that encourages
businesses to align their strategy and
operations with 10 universally accepted
principles in the areas of human rights,
labour, environment and anti-corruption.
Brambles’ participant information can be
found at http://www.unglobalcompact.org/
participant/19414-Brambles-Limited

Brambles Limited
ABN 89 118 896 021

Brambles is a constituent of the
FTSE4Good Index Series. FTSE4Good is
an equity index series that is designed
to facilitate investment in companies
that meet globally recognised
corporate responsibility standards.

Brambles has been selected as a
component of the Dow Jones
Sustainability Asia-Pacific Index
(effective as of 23 September 2013)
and the Dow Jones Sustainability
Australia index (formerly AuSSI).

Companies in the FTSE4Good Index
Series have met stringent
environmental, social and governance
criteria, and are positioned to
capitalise on the benefits of
responsible business practice.

The Dow Jones Sustainability Indices
serve as benchmarks for investors who
integrate sustainability considerations
into their portfolios, and provide an
effective engagement platform for
companies who want to adopt
sustainable best practices. The indices
are offered cooperatively by
RobecoSAM and S&P Dow Jones Indices.

LETTER FROM THE CEO

Brambles’ CEO Tom Gorman
18 October 2013

There were a number of significant developments in Brambles’ Sustainability strategy
during the 2013 financial year.
We believe Brambles’ business models are built on principles that are inherently sustainable. Brambles enhances the performance for its
customers by helping them transport goods through their supply chains more efficiently, sustainably and safely.
For the past three years, our Sustainability strategy has focused on putting in place the elements required to demonstrate and measure the
inherent value we provide to our customers.
This year, we took some very important steps.
We reviewed and updated our Zero Harm Charter, adding a commitment to human rights to our existing commitments in the areas of safety
and the environment.
Zero Harm means zero injuries, zero environmental damage and zero detrimental impact on human rights. This is a clear statement of our
values as we pursue superior returns for shareholders over the long term.
To emphasise this commitment, Brambles became a signatory to the United Nations Global Compact in June 2013, signaling our support for
10 universally accepted principles in the areas of human rights, labour, environment and anti-corruption. More information on these
principles is available on our website. In making this public statement, we are making our commitment to ethical business clear for suppliers
and other stakeholders.
In August, Brambles Board approved a global supplier policy. Covering the areas of compliance, diversity, labour standards, human rights and
the environment, the policy clearly outlines our commitment to working with suppliers to develop more efficient, safer and more sustainable
supply chains for the mutual benefit of all our stakeholders.
The need to gather credible, consistent and quality data to support our customers’ growing interest in understanding the environmental
impacts of their supply chains resulted in the roll-out of the global Occupational Health, Safety & Environment reporting system (iCARE).
This online system will enable Brambles and its businesses to demonstrate the environmental benefits of our Pooling Solutions operations and
our ongoing commitment to improving recovery, reuse, reduction and recycling efforts.
Brambles’ Sustainability strategy and Roadmap underpins our strategic focus to create superior and sustainable value. In FY13, we have
made very good progress against a number of our targets in all four of our sustainability focus areas: Customer, Environment, People and
Community. Commentary on our progress on each target can be found on pages 4, 5 and 6.
To reflect the recent developments in regulatory reporting frameworks as well as recent acquisitions and our decision to demerge our
information management business Recall, we will take the opportunity in FY14 to review and renew our Sustainability strategy and targets.
I encourage you to read the following pages to review our progress.

Tom Gorman
CEO
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INTRODUCTION

Brambles defines Sustainability as the
strategies and activities the Group has
adopted in relation to its employees, the
environment, ethics and the community.
This approach is consistent with Brambles’ strategy and shared
values and is designed to enhance, among other things:
- The efficiency and productivity in Brambles’ use of finite
resources;
- The value Brambles creates for customers and shareholders;
- Clarity of communication with customers and other
stakeholders; and
- Brambles’ ability to grow over the long term without causing
harm to the environment or the health and safety of its
employees.
Brambles believes the fundamental principles on which its
business is built are inherently sustainable. The Group is
committed to being the global leader in responsible and
sustainable pooling solutions in the supply chains it serves.
It is focused on building a long-term, sustainable business that
serves its customers, employees and shareholders and the
communities in which they live.
Brambles is applying best practice standards throughout its
operations and logistics, and is continuously vigilant in reducing
asset losses, cycle times and damage to generate a more
sustainable use of physical and financial resources. Fundamental
to these efficiency efforts are the principles of recover, reuse,
reduce and recycle.
The repeated use of higher quality assets compared with
alternative disposable or limited-use platforms reduces material
and energy requirements. Brambles retains ownership of its
assets at all times, enabling the company to control end-of-life
management and improve continuously its recovery, reuse,
reduction and recycling efforts.

OPERATING MODEL
Through its Pooling Solutions business, Brambles enhances supply
chain performance for customers by helping them transport
goods through their supply chains more efficiently, sustainably
and safely.
Brambles provides standardised reusable pallets, crates and
containers to customers from its service centres as and when
customers require. Customers use the equipment to transport
goods through their supply chains, then either arrange for its
return to Brambles or transfer it to another participant in the
network for that participant to reuse. Brambles retains
ownership of its equipment at all times, inspecting and repairing
it as required to maintain consistent levels of quality.
By participating in Brambles’ pooling system, customers
eliminate the need to purchase and manage their own pallets,
crates and containers and benefit from the superior scale of
Brambles’ network and systems, its asset management knowledge
and experience and its continuous development of new and
innovative solutions.
Brambles’ Pooling Solutions operations predominantly generate
sales revenue from the rental and other service fees that
customers pay based on their usage of the Group’s equipment.

BOUNDARIES
This Sustainability Review covers Brambles’ Pallets, RPCs,
Containers and Recall businesses for the financial year ended
30 June 2013 (the Year).
During the Year, Brambles announced the intent to demerge
Recall. As a result, this review focuses primarily on the ongoing
Pooling Solutions businesses, though some commentary and data
is provided on Recall.
Environment data is not provided on the recent acquisitions in
the Containers segment and the IFCO Pallet Management Services
(PMS) and Paramount Pallet businesses in the Pallets segment.
The review does not include data from service centres operated
by a third party, with the following exceptions:
- An estimation of emissions data associated with third-party
service centres operating on CHEP’s behalf and transportation
associated with balancing its pallet pool;
- Emissions and water data associated with third-party
operations used by the IFCO RPC operations to wash and
condition its crates; and
- Lumber purchased directly by third party service centres,
subsequently used in the repair or manufacture of CHEP
pallets.

CRITERIA
Details about the measurement techniques and methodologies
used in this Sustainability Review are either described herein or
can be found on Brambles’ website. The Sustainability Review
has been prepared with reference to the G3.1 Global
Reporting Initiative (GRI) reporting principles for delivering
content and quality and the 10 principles of the UN Global
Compact. Tables setting out these principles and Brambles’
responses are available on Brambles’ website.

ASSURANCE
Brambles continues to implement its audit plan to increase
assurance coverage over the measures identified in the
Sustainability strategy. Brambles engaged KPMG to undertake a
limited assurance engagement on both:
- Brambles’ adherence to the GRI principles for defining content
(being: materiality, stakeholder inclusiveness, sustainability
context and completeness); and
- FY13 quantitative and qualitative information relating to the
following measures: customer loyalty, lumber sourcing,
greenhouse gas emissions, diversity, Brambles employee survey
(BES) participation and BES overall Engagement Score.1
KPMG issued an unmodified opinion on 16 October 2013. KPMG’s
Statement of Limited Assurance can be found on Brambles’
website.
KPMG will also report key observations and recommendations
arising from the assurance engagement to Brambles in the first
half of FY14, for consideration by Brambles’ Sustainability
Committee, which is a management committee.
A description of the scope of this limited assurance is available
on Brambles’ website.

1

As described in Table 1: Roadmap Targets on pages 4, 5 and 6.
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KEY ACTIVITIES DURING THE YEAR

In FY13, Brambles undertook the
following activities:
–

Reviewed and updated the Zero Harm Charter, which
included the addition of human rights to the existing safety
and environmental commitments to recognise clearly
everyone’s right to life, family life, health and
development;

–

Signed the United Nations Global Compact, which
demonstrates Brambles’ support for responsible business
practices;

–

Enhanced the visibility of its lumber supply chains and
updated its lumber purchasing processes, which included
development of a global sustainable sourcing standard to
incorporate biodiversity and human rights, in line with
continuing efforts to improve the sustainability of its supply
chain;

–

adopted a Social Media Policy in its Code of Conduct;

–

Commenced the roll-out of the global Occupational Health,
Safety & Environment reporting system (iCARE). The safety
module is used by all businesses. iCARE’s energy waste and
reporting module is currently used by CHEP Pallets and the
RPCs segment;

–

Collected and reported IFCO RPCs operations’ energy and
emissions data for the first time;

–

Became a steering committee member of the World
Economic Forum’s food waste project; and

–

Developed a global supplier policy to be rolled out to all
businesses in FY14.

SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGY AND ROADMAP PREVIEW

In 2010, Brambles announced its
Sustainability strategy and outlined its
strategic objectives and initiatives over
the five years to 2015. The strategy is
available on Brambles’ website.
Following are the targets Brambles has set with commentary on
progress during the Year. These targets are key drivers in
Brambles’ efforts to improve continuously, demonstrate the
inherent sustainability of the business model for Brambles and its
stakeholders and deliver more efficient, safer and

environmentally sustainable supply chains. The strategy and
targets are grouped into four areas of focus: Customer,
Environment, People and Community.
As a result of recent developments in regulatory reporting
frameworks, the acquisition of new businesses and the planned
demerger of Recall, Brambles will conduct a key sustainability
topics analysis process and a complete review of its sustainability
targets in FY14.
Brambles will communicate the outcomes of this process in its
2014 Sustainability Review.

TABLE 1: ROADMAP TARGETS
Customer — all things begin with the customer
Measure
Customer
loyalty

Target
Introduce Net Promoter Score (NPS)
methodology into every country in
which we operate
Once baseline is established, achieve
year-on-year improvements in NPS

Commentary
The global rollout of NPS surveys for CHEP began in April 2011 and, in
FY13, feedback from more than 6,600 individual contacts representing
more than 3,700 companies has been collected. In 2013, the NPS program
included all material markets in which Brambles’ businesses operate,
with the addition of RPCs and IFCO. The inclusion of the businesses in the
Containers segment commenced during the Year and is expected to be
completed in FY14 (see page 9 for details).
NPS improved in over two-thirds of the largest markets surveyed when
compared to the previous year, while the remaining surveys on the whole
maintained previous levels. The only declines were in two markets, due
in part to the addition of new respondents to provide a more
representative sample.
The FY13 quantitative and qualitative information in the Engagement
and Satisfaction section on page 9 is included in the assurance scope.

Customer
engagement

Increased participation in relevant
industry forums and customer advisory
panels

During the Year Brambles joined the World Economic Forum and became
a steering committee member on the Forum’s food waste project.
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SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGY AND ROADMAP REVIEW – CONTINUED

Environment — working towards Zero Harm by reducing Brambles’ environmental footprint
Measure
Lumber
sourcing

Target
Chain of Custody (COC) certification
for lumber purchased for CHEP pallets
by 2015

Commentary
For the Year, 33% of lumber purchased by CHEP is COC certified,
compared to 29% in the previous year.
In FY13, 88% of CHEP’s lumber came from COC certified and certified
lumber sources, up from 84% the previous year. The remaining lumber
purchased is in compliance with CHEP policy (see page 12 for details).
The FY13 quantitative and qualitative information in the Lumber
sourcing section on pages 12 and 13 is included in the assurance scope.

Greenhouse gas
emissions (GHG)

20% reduction on 2010 emission levels
by 2015 2

Ahead of schedule. GHG emissions decreased by 24.5% from FY10. With
the planned demerger of Recall, which comprises 68% of the sites in
scope, the target will be reviewed and will consider the inclusion of
recent acquisitions and Scope 3 emissions.
The FY13 quantitative and qualitative information relating to Scope 1
and Scope 2 (excluding quantitative and qualitative information in
relation to Scope 3 and/or Recall) on pages 16 and 17 only is included in
the assurance scope.

Lumber waste

Zero CHEP lumber waste to landfill
by 2015

Most CHEP operated service centres in North America and Europe have
now achieved this objective. CHEP reported at least 43,108 cubic metres
of lumber was reclaimed and reused in the repair and manufacture of
pallets and 188,258 tonnes of lumber were recycled (see page 14 for
details).

Solid waste

Year-on-year improvements in service
centre recycling rates

Corrugate and plastic recycling initiatives are underway. Brambles
businesses reported it recycled 171,299 tonnes of material
(see page 15 for details).

Water management

Targets to be established once IFCO is
fully integrated into Brambles

Water usage data has been collected from IFCO RPCs operations and
entered into the new iCARE system.
A water management target will be set in FY14 (see page 15 for details).

2

Based on existing businesses and sites that have reported data since 2010; new acquisitions not included, excluding those economies defined as emerging and
developing by the International Monetary Fund; target based on internally-projected growth assumptions.
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SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGY AND ROADMAP REVIEW – CONTINUED

People — engaging our people and making sure they are safe
Measure

Target

Commentary

Women to represent 30% of Brambles’
Board and the Executive Leadership
Team by 2015; management positions
by 2018

In FY13, 20% of the Board and 12.5% of the ELT are women. 25% of
management positions are held by women.

Zero Harm

25% reduction in Brambles Injury
Frequency Rate (BIFR) on 2012 adjusted
levels (including recent acquisitions) by
2017

Target achieved. The FY13 BIFR result of 14.9, a 31% improvement on the
previous year. While the Group achieved its objective of a 25% reduction
on FY12 levels, Brambles suffered one BIFR related fatality in the IFCO
Pallet Management Services business and a contractor fatality on a CHEP
owned timber plantation in South Africa. A new rolling BIFR target has
been set for year-on-year improvements (see pages 21 and 22 for details).

Brambles Employee
Survey (BES)

Participation rate at minimum of 90%
by 2015

Target achieved. 92% of eligible employees responded to the survey, up
six percentage points on the previous year’s response of 86% (Employees
from Recall and the recently acquired Pallecon business, as well as those
that have been with the Group for less than three months, did not
participate in the survey).

Diversity

The FY13 quantitative and qualitative information included in the
Diversity and Inclusion section (excluding quantitative and qualitative
information in relation to parental leave) on pages 20 and 21 and Table
13: Employees by segment on page 19 is included in the assurance scope.

The FY13 quantitative and qualitative information included in the
Engagement section on pages 19 and 20 is included in the assurance
scope.
BES overall
engagement score

Target of 73% by 2015

Brambles’ employee engagement score increased to 68%, up one
percentage point on the previous year.
The FY13 quantitative and qualitative information included in the
Engagement section on pages 19 and 20 is included in the assurance
scope.

Education, training and
development (ETD)

25% increase in ETD days on 2012
participation levels by 2015

Target achieved. Brambles’ businesses reported a total of 50,079 training
days for the Year an increase of 35% on the 32,415 training days reported
in FY12 (see page 21 for details).

Community — making a positive contribution to the communities in which we operate
Measure

Target

Commentary
Brambles’ global supplier policy was approved by the Board in August
2013 (see page 23 for details).

Supplier policy

Develop and introduce a global policy
and framework by the end of FY13

Introduction of
“volunteer” time for
employees

At least one volunteer hour per
For the Year, more than 490 employees volunteered a combined total of
employee during working hours by 2015 3,843 hours. Brambles recorded 0.22 volunteer hours per employee
(see page 24 for details).

Introduction of “give as
you earn” policies

All businesses where legislation allows
by 2015

A review of the target and update on roll-out will be conducted in FY14.
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KEY SUSTAINABILITY TOPICS IN THE YEAR

The key sustainability topics process
enables Brambles to identify and prioritise
issues that are expected to impact
Brambles and its stakeholders.

After review of the responses, Brambles has consolidated the 18 key
topics it reported in FY12 to the six described in the adjoining
column and identified two new topics: Change management and
Managing integration and emerging market growth (see page 8).

This review provides an update on each of the key topics identified,
insight into the key challenges and Brambles performance in each
area.

- Customer - one key topic called Value creation covers customer
engagement and satisfaction, improving the sustainability of
customer supply chains, product and service performance and
creating value through innovation.
Feedback indicated that there was a good deal of information
overlap relating to customers. This has now been consolidated and
linked to the key driver consistent with Brambles’ business
strategy – creation of value for the customer. Due to the planned
divestment of Recall, customer privacy will no longer be reported
as a key topic; however, information on this is available on
Brambles’ website. The topic is addressed in the Customer area of
focus on page 9.

The topics identified through this process are used to update
activities identified in Roadmap Targets on pages 4, 5 and 6.
Brambles conducted its first formal analysis of sustainability topics
in FY11, using a third-party provider, with AccountAbility Principles
Standards AA1000 five-part test as a guide.
Brambles has not undertaken any additional specific external
stakeholder analysis in FY13 to identify sustainability issues.
Stakeholders are engaged throughout the Year through a number of
ongoing business processes, including programs such as the Brambles
Employee Survey and Net Promoter Score, which are under the
direct control of senior management and reported on in this review.
Key sustainability topics identified in 2011 have been reviewed and
prioritised by senior management, with reference to employee and
customer engagement tools, amongst others.
For the Year, the key sustainability topics, which are grouped in the
four areas of focus (Customer, Environment, People and
Community), were:

The other changes to the four focus areas are as follows:

- Environment - two key topics of Use of resources and Emissions.
Due to the acquisition and growth of diversified product offerings,
material resource usage varies throughout the Group. For Pallets,
lumber is a key material, while water is important for RPC
operations. Emissions, waste and recycling remain a key focus of
the businesses as they strive to minimise their environmental
impact in line with the Zero Harm commitment. The topics are
addressed in the Environment area of focus on page 12.
- People - two key topics of Retention, succession and
development of employees and Safety and wellbeing. A key
focus of Brambles business strategy is the ability to attract, retain
and develop its employees, which includes a commitment to
employee engagement, diversity and inclusion and improving
training and development opportunities. Safety and wellbeing
remain key to Brambles’ Zero Harm commitment. The topics are
addressed in the People area of focus on page 20.
- Community - one key topic of Good Corporate Citizenship.
Being recognised as a good corporate citizen is dependent on how
well Brambles and its businesses support and enrich the
communities in which they operate, through responsible
procurement, employment practices and collaborative
partnerships that connect its people to customers and suppliers.
The topic is addressed in the Community area of focus on page 24.
The issue of change management has been identified by executives
as important to the ongoing success of the Group’s business and
Sustainability strategy. Further information on this emerging topic
will be provided in the FY14 Sustainability Review, following the
review of key sustainability topic process in FY14 (see below).
Governance is not included as a stand-alone key sustainability topic
as good governance is fundamental to the delivery of all of the
Group’s sustainability strategies and targets. Sustainability
governance information and how it affects day-to-day management
will be monitored and updated as necessary on the Brambles
website.

An online questionnaire was distributed to senior management in
Brambles HQ, Pallets, Containers and RPCs segments that are
responsible for engagement with customers, employees and
shareholders to test completeness of the previously reported topics
identified or to identify new topics raised by stakeholders during the
Year.

EXPECTATION FOR 2014
As a result of recent developments in regulatory reporting
frameworks, the acquisition of new businesses and the planned
demerger of Recall, Brambles will conduct a new key sustainability
topics analysis process and a complete review of its Sustainability
Targets in FY14. This will help drive business activity and value
creation for all stakeholders. Brambles will communicate the
outcomes of this process in its 2014 Annual Report and Sustainability
Review.
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KEY SUSTAINABILITY TOPICS IN THE YEAR -

CONTINUED

MANAGING INTEGRATION AND EMERGING MARKET GROWTH
Diversification – expanding into more customer segments,
broadening the range of products and services and growing
geographically – is one of four key themes the Group uses to
implement its strategy.

All acquired businesses are subject to Brambles’ Code of Conduct
and training and roll out of the Code to employees is part of the
integration process. In addition, acquired businesses are required to
participate in the Group’s next biannual management declaration
process.

The acquisition of businesses is one of a number of opportunities
Brambles has to enable it to grow and expand into both existing and
new emerging markets. Acquisitions can create commercial
synergies and allow Brambles’ businesses to leverage an enhanced
network. Development of new emerging markets also supports major
customers’ expansion.

In FY13, the Zero Harm Charter update was rolled out to both
existing and recently acquired businesses. The Year was transitional
for Brambles’ reporting on safety. For the first time, data for all
businesses acquired in and prior to FY12 was incorporated into
Brambles Injury Frequency Rate (BIFR). In order to make meaningful
comparisons to the businesses safety performance in FY13, Brambles
has adjusted its FY12 BIFR rate from 9.3 to 21.5 to incorporate
acquired operations and establish a base rate for comparison.
Acquisitions made in FY13 were not included, but will be
incorporated in FY14.

When assessing potential acquisitions, Brambles undertakes a due
diligence process that includes the identification of material risks,
including risks related to sustainability.
The acquisition and expansion into new emerging markets presents
challenges to business operations and our people. Brambles
addresses these challenges as it integrates acquired businesses and
new markets into its existing businesses.
In the last five years, Brambles has acquired the following
businesses:
- Unitpool (September 2010)
- CAPS (February 2011)
- IFCO (March 2011)
- JMI Aerospace (June 2011)
- Driessen Services (November 2011)
- Paramount Pallet (November 2011)
- Pallecon (December 2012)
The IFCO business has been split by product and service category.
The IFCO RPC business forms part of the Brambles RPC segment.
IFCO’s Pallet Management Services (IFCO PMS) now reports to the
North America region of the Pallets segment. It operates 47 service
centres, a fleet of more than 250 trucks and over 5,000 trailers. A
strategy is in place to optimise and deliver an integrated CHEP and
IFCO service centre network in the USA.
Brambles has grouped the CAPS, Unitpool, JMI, Driessen and
Pallecon businesses with CHEP Automotive and the CCC businesses in
the Containers segment.

In FY13, Brambles commenced the roll-out of the global
Occupational Health, Safety and Environment reporting and analysis
system (iCARE). This online, easy to access system has replaced the
less user-friendly method.
Brambles businesses now have the capacity to enter their energy,
waste and water data regularly and analyse the information at their
discretion. In addition to providing more accurate information of
Brambles reporting requirements, iCARE will allow the businesses to
benchmark operations and identify efficiencies across the Group.
By the end of the Year, the energy, waste and water reporting
module was used by CHEP Pallets (excluding IFCO Pallet
Management Services and Paramount Pallet), RPCs and some
Containers operations to record data. In FY14, the module will be
rolled out to the rest of Containers and the pallet businesses of IFCO
PMS and Paramount Pallet.
In 2013, the Net Promoter program that measures customer
satisfaction included all markets in which Brambles’ businesses
operate, with the addition of RPCs, Containers and IFCO (including
some of the acquired businesses now integrated into Containers).
The surveys will continue to be rolled out to the Containers segment
(along with the remainder of the acquired businesses) in FY14.
Brambles relationship with Cedep, the European Centre for
Executive Development, has been expanded to include China,
Singapore and Latin America and key leaders in the emerging
markets businesses now participating in regional Cedep programs.
Details on Brambles’ business strategies and future prospects can be
found in Brambles’ Annual Report on page 2.
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CUSTOMER

Brambles’ first shared value is 'all things
begin with the customer'. Through
Brambles’ pooling model, which is based on
the inherent sustainability principles of
recover, reduce, reuse and recycle,
customers have the opportunity to develop
more efficient, safer and environmentally
sustainable supply chains.

organisational strategies to ensure the adoption and integration with
core business processes of NPS; and the gearing of operational
systems to identify improvements in customer experience. It
provides an opportunity to listen to customer feedback on our
performance, understand their challenges and frustrations and agree
and implement initiatives to improve our customers’ experiences
and foster greater loyalty.

VALUE CREATION

The questionnaires generate data on customers’ views on processes
and performance. These data are distilled into a single indicator for
each country or business unit, known as the NPS, which measures
the weighting of people who recommend a company’s services or
products, compared with those who do not.

Brambles’ businesses are focused on providing products and services
that deliver competitive advantages to its customers. Brambles is
committed to improving its products, services and people.
Brambles Sustainability strategy aims to integrate sustainability into
the way it does business and the value proposition it offers to
customers. Brambles seeks to create value for customers by working
closely with them to improve the sustainability of their supply
chains, develop innovative service offerings, coordinate
improvements, and continually enhance the environmental benefits
of its product and service offerings.
ENGAGEMENT AND SATISFACTION
Brambles’ business units are focused on improving customer
engagement and measuring levels of customer satisfaction to ensure
its customer relationships are a continuing source of competitive
advantage.
In FY12, Brambles’ businesses established a global account
management team to facilitate more strategic relationships with key
multinational customers. During FY13, the global account team
provided Brambles’ businesses the opportunity to develop targeted
solutions and create joint business plans to support specific
multinational customers. Information on global accounts provided
from the Net Promoter program responses is analysed separately and
discussed with senior account management, giving them
opportunities to further engage with these customers.
Brambles’ businesses also seek to engage customers through industry
initiatives and strategic forums. For example, CHEP works with many
leading industry organisations and lists its association partnerships
on its website. The importance of engaging customers in this way is
reinforced by the inclusion of increased participation in relevant
industry forums and customer advisory panels as a Sustainability
Target. In addition, during the Year, Brambles joined the World
Economic Forum and became a steering committee member on its
food waste project, which includes several customers.
To continue to improve customers’ experience of its products,
services and people, Brambles seeks to hear the Voice of the
Customer through a variety of channels. This includes strategic
leadership forums, face-to-face customer interviews, global market
insights, sharing of global best practice throughout the Group, the
Net Promoter program and customer care centres.
For example, CHEP Australia identified a group of customers through
an ongoing series of forums. Held every four to six months, the
forums allow for frank and robust discussion on pertinent issues and
the industry as the whole. Through these interactions, CHEP
identified a number of initiatives that could help customers address
their concerns. In FY13, CHEP Australia achieved significant
increases in loyalty for this group of customers, measured through
the Net Promoter program (see below). Plans to roll out similar
programs to a wider customer base are now underway.
CHEP conducts quarterly customer advisory panels in Europe and
Asia.
In 2010, Brambles began the roll-out of Net Promoter Score (NPS)
program across the Group. The program includes: NPS measurement;
leadership practices that promote customer-centricity;

Detailed questionnaires are collected through Brambles’ annual
customer survey with Pallets, RPCs and Containers customers in over
30 countries, which measures performance in areas such as account
management, ordering, delivery and audit and reconciliation.

Following the 2012 NPS survey, some of the initiatives adopted by
the businesses during FY13 in response to customer insights
included:
- The need to improve customer calls. An escalation hotline and call
quality audit process was introduced, prompting a strong increase
in satisfaction scores in this area.
- The ability to resolve issues in a timely way was identified by UK
customers as an area for improvement. By following up comments
received through the survey with each customer directly it was
established that the issue was related to the quality of response
rather than the speed of response. A quality audit process and
increased training for agents was implemented, with a significant
increase in customer satisfaction recorded in the 2013 survey.
In 2013, Brambles further integrated NPS through:
- Adoption of a closed loop, fully automated system that allows
reporting of root causes;
- Improved sampling methodologies to target key customers; and
- Establishment of an in-depth analytics process to better identify
insights.
The closed loop system significantly reduces the manual intervention
required to collate data and provides global consistency across all
markets and businesses. The surveys of all customers can be collated
easily and made available to management to prioritise global and
regional projects.
These improvements also allow Brambles businesses to respond to
customer issues as the survey is taking place.
The global rollout of NPS surveys for CHEP began in April 2011 and,
in FY13, feedback from more than 6,600 individual contacts
representing more than 3,700 companies was collected. In 2013, the
NPS program included all material markets in which Brambles’
businesses operate, with the addition of RPCs, Containers and IFCO.
The surveys will continue to be rolled out to the Containers segment
in FY14.
Net Promoter Scores improved in over two-thirds of the largest
markets surveyed when compared to the previous year, while the
remaining surveys on the whole maintained previous levels. Only two
markets experienced a decline, due in part to the addition of new
respondents to provide a more representative sample.
A detailed analysis of 2013 results to identify key regional and global
actions has been conducted and recommendations have been
presented to the Group. Action plans are developed for each market
and analysed by the NPS team before being approved by senior
executives. Additional support is provided to the businesses as
required to ensure objectives can be met.
Recall has a strong, ongoing commitment to managing key
satisfaction metrics through its Perfect Order program and security
breach reports.
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CUSTOMER – CONTINUED

IMPROVING THE SUSTAINABILITY OF CUSTOMER
SUPPLY CHAINS
Brambles is committed to using resources more efficiently and
encouraging the sustainable use of its products and services.
Brambles has an excellent opportunity to deliver environmental
benefits through its business models and by leveraging the
information it acquires due to its unique position in the supply
chain.
Brambles continues to address growing interest among customers to
understand the total cost of their supply chains and works closely
with customers to minimise their environmental footprint.
For example, in the Pallets segment, CHEP USA’s and CHEP EMEA’s
dedicated value solutions teams work in partnership with customers
to evaluate objectively their supply chains and develop solutions
based on Lean and Six Sigma methodologies that deliver lower
financial and environmental costs across the supply chain.
In addition, four more customers in Europe are now participating in
the carbon neutral pallet program, following the successful
completion of the pilot program with Unilever in Spain last year.
Customers participating in this program are able to offset the annual
carbon footprint of their CHEP pallet movements. Features of the
program include:
- The requirement that the product’s materials come from
sustainable sources.
- A robust measurement system that covers all service centres,
subcontracted locations, offices and transportation functions.
- A comprehensive life-cycle analysis developed in partnership with
an independent third party, carried out under ISO 14040 standards
and peer-reviewed.
- A partnership with a recognised leader in the carbon credit
industry, the Carbon Neutral Company, to purchase internationally
recognised Verified Carbon Standard-certified credits.
The cost of purchasing offset credits for customers to achieve
carbon neutrality is relatively inexpensive, due to the inherent
environmental efficiencies of the pooling model. By choosing to
purchase credits, customers are able to reduce the carbon footprint
in the supply chain and invest in reforestation projects in developing
countries.
CHEP plans to expand the program globally during FY14.
In June 2013, IFCO RPCs announced a new life cycle study of its USA
operations and the environmental benefits of its reusable plastic
crates over one-way corrugated cardboard boxes.
The study showed the IFCO crate generates 82% less solid waste,
consumes 92% less water and requires 49% less energy for a weighted
average of the 10 top produce commodities when compared to
moving the same amount of produce in display-ready corrugated
boxes.
The study compiled by Franklin Associates, a leading consulting
company in the USA that specialises in life cycle analyses and solid
waste management, was submitted to a peer review and no
methodological revisions were requested.
The IFCO results mirror a similar study conducted by CHEP Australia
in 2010. An independent life-cycle analysis of CHEP’s reusable
plastic crate system conducted by Royal Melbourne Institute of
Technology showed that compared with a single-use corrugated
cardboard system, CHEP crates produced 70% less greenhouse gas
emissions, used 85% less water and produced 95% less solid waste to
landfill, even if the cardboard is recycled.

The ‘last mile’ is the movement of product from a customer’s
distribution centre to the retail store.
In Australia, CHEP has developed two products that allows retailers
to stock shelves faster and improve stock rotation: a plastic display
pallet and multi-product beverage tray.
The display pallet allows fast turnover items to be wheeled from the
back of the store to the shop-floor in one movement. The beverage
tray works in harmony with the display pallet that replaces aisle
shelves.
The development of these retail-ready solutions enable ‘one-touch’
supply that move products through the supply chain without the
need for packing and unpacking and reducing or eliminating the
need for secondary packaging.
IMPROVING PRODUCT AND SERVICE PERFORMANCE
The Pallets’ global quality team is responsible for setting product
quality standards and audit conformance, translating customer
needs into pallet quality standards and responding to customer
complaints.
During the Year, in line with our ongoing commitment to customer
service and quality, the team developed a global pallet quality
specification based on customer-focused testing to address the key
critical-to-quality (CTQ) aspects to customers’ processes. The CTQs
were identified by a detailed analysis of NPS responses and
additional customer feedback on pallet quality.
The work to address the issues of protruding nails and missing wood
from the leading edge of the pallets has resulted in the development
of an optimal specification that reduces damage to a customer’s
product and meets the requirements of the pooling model. Global
product rejection and complaints by customers decreased from
0.19% per issue in FY12 to 0.15% per issue in FY13.
The global quality team is now working with the regional operations
teams on implementing the specification globally.
Work on additional CTQ issues has commenced and will follow the
same process.
In October 2012, CHEP USA achieved ISO 9001:2008 certification
(independent certification of quality management systems),
validating the Quality Management System (QMS) in CHEP owned and
operated service centres. The system includes standard operating
procedures to certify and maintain the performance of all service
centres, corrective action for any customer complaint or rejection
and a pest control and cleanliness program to ensure all products
are clean, dry, odourless and free of pests or hazardous chemicals.
Following these procedures, customer product and service rejections
have reduced 53% since 2009 to less than 0.18% of issues.
CHEP USA is encouraging all the management groups operating third
party sites in the CHEP network to obtain ISO 9001 certification.
CHEP sites in Brazil, Spain France and the UK are ISO 9001 certified.
CHEP India is currently undertaking the process and CHEP Canada
and IFCO PMS are undergoing assessments to ascertain requirements.
In RPCs product quality is essential as most of its products are used
for transporting fruit and vegetables. IFCO is certified in accordance
with EN DIN ISO 9001:2008 and its crate washing centres operate in
line with Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Points (HACCP)
standards.

In FY13, Brambles joined the steering committee of the World
Economic Forum’s food waste project alongside several of its
customers to engage with them in addressing this important
environmental issue.
CHEP’s Last Mile Solutions project targeting retailers and logistics
also helps to address waste reduction in store for retail customers.
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CREATING VALUE THROUGH INNOVATION
One of Brambles’ shared values is a belief in a culture of innovation.
To emphasise the importance of innovation to the long term success
of the company, Brambles has an innovation team and framework
that educates its people on how to capture and develop new
initiatives.
Brambles also has an innovation fund. The fund seeks to encourage a
new mindset among Brambles’ employees. The focus is on
progressing new ideas rapidly at minimum cost and provide funding
at the regional level, to develop initiatives that are:
- Future growth opportunities (new products and services);

encourage employees to submit and track the development of their
ideas. To date, more than 300 ideas have been submitted for
review.
CHEP's Innovation Center in Orlando, Florida is a world-class product
testing and engineering facility. Using ISO, International Safe Transit
Association and other testing standards, CHEP collaborates with
customers to test their packaging, new products and technologies.
Through these services CHEP adds value and drives innovation and
savings for customers.
In FY13, the Innovation Center:

- Opportunities to improve financial returns for the business; and/or

- Supported more than 75 projects for internal and external
customers;

- Opportunities to significantly differentiate what the Group
currently offers and improve customer value.

- Evaluated hundreds of customer unit loads for supply chain
performance;

The fund can invest up to US$2.5 million per annum in projects that
potentially generate new sources of value for Brambles, either in
the short term through incremental extensions or improvements
(Horizon 1), or an entirely new service, platform or business offering
(Horizon 2 and 3). In FY13, Brambles invested US$1.5 million, which
included five active Horizon 3 projects.

- Tested 25 lumber species to determine their impact and strength
characteristics; and

Regional Boards have been established across the Group to drive the
innovation process deeper into the businesses. This will allow
regional management teams to focus on opportunities in their area
of operation.
During the Year an online internal portal ideas.chep.com was
launched in the USA, Canada, Europe, Australia and New Zealand to

- Designed or evaluated five innovative pallet types for new or
existing supply chains.
CHEP also runs a pallet test track facility that simulates the pallet
life-cycle and allows CHEP to test innovations quickly and bring new
platforms to market. The activities address areas such as life-cycle,
market needs, material sustainability and selection, design and
repair operations.
Within the controlled environment of the test track CHEP can
generate the same amount of data from a 5,000 pallet field trial
with customers, using 90% fewer pallets with greater certainty of
results.
The test track facility’s calibration and testing activities have been
expanded to cover 85% of CHEP’s pallets and the supply chains in
which they operate.
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MENT

Th
hrough inn
novative lo
ogistics an
nd operatio
ons
ne
etworks Brrambles minimises
m
its
en
nvironmen
ntal footprrint in rela
ation to th
he
usse of resou
urces, emiissions and
d waste.
USE OF RESOUR
RCES

with strategic
s
suppliers to further iincrease the ava
ailable supply of
o
COC certified
c
lumber.
Defin
nitions
To me
easure progresss against the tarrget and betterr identify
opporrtunities in the supply chain, ppurchased lumb
ber is categorise
ed in
three
e distinct groupss. All lumber puurchased by CHEP meets one of
o
the fo
ollowing definittions.

Bra
ambles is committed to achieviing Zero Harm and
a considers
env
vironmental imp
pacts in all deciisions, including
g its use of
reso
ources.

1.

LUM
MBER SOURCING
A ta
arget of achieviing Chain of Custody (COC) cerrtification for 1 00%
of lumber
l
purchased for CHEP pallets by 2015 ha
as been set, to
pro
ovide a focus forr the continual improvement and
a promotion oof the
responsible and su
ustainable procu
urement of lumber.

2.

a. Certified sources, where tthe supplier of the lumber hass
COC certification; howeveer, the supplierr has not
referenced
d this certificati
tion or provided
d complete COC
C
accreditation details for tthe lumber supp
plied to CHEP; or
o

Tab
ble 2: Volume
e of lumber purchased
p
(m3) for the Yeaar3
2013

20
012

1,043,150

880,2288

CHE
EP Pallets EMEA
A

765,808

582, 808

CHE
EP Pallets Asia-Pacific

167,520

181, 637

1,976,478

1,644,7
733

CHE
EP Pallets Amerricas

Tottal

Acttivity in the Year
The
e sourcing of lum
mber is controlled centrally by
y the Pallets seggment
thro
ough the globall procurement team.
t
In its first full year of
ope
eration as a glob
bal function, th
he procurementt team has:
–

–

Updated CHEP’s lumber sourrcing policy, wh
hich includes cleear
statements on safety, lumbe
er specification, prohibitions aand
controls on th
he use of wood treatments and
d other chemicaals,
sustainabilityy and supplier obligations and qualification.
q
Updated stan
ndard operating procedures to assist the regioons
with their due
e diligence prog
grams. The app
proach seeks to
confirm CHEP
P’s knowledge of
o forestry resou
urces, the
certification status of forestts, legality of lo
ogging, transparrency
of the lumberr supply chain, knowledge of species, avoidannce of
controversial sources, includ
ding endangered
d species and a ny
ethically quesstionable foresttry industry arrangements and
practices.

–

Formalised th
he requirements to undertake due diligence aacross
all lumber suppliers to the extent
e
that lumber will not be
purchased fro
om a source where CHEP’s due
e diligence is noot
satisfied.

–

Conducted a thorough review
w of the certification regimes
using the Fore
est Stewardship
p Council (FSC) and Programmee for
the Endorsem
ment of Forest Certification
C
(PE
EFC) schemes a s the
benchmark fo
or certification standards. Following this, CHEEP
established a standard for ca
ategorisation off certified lumb
ber
sources and iss applying this across
a
the Grou
up.

–

Developed a cclose working relationship with
h CHEP’s produuct
engineering tteam to identifyy lumber specie
es available (froom
certified sourrces) that have the technical characteristics
c
tto
optimise the performance off the Group’s wooden
w
pallet poool.

Thrrough these activities the team
m has improved the transparenncy of
its lumber supply cchain, its underrstanding of cerrtification schem
mes
and
d the status of m
maturity of COC
C certification of
o supply in keyy
markets.
In order
o
to achieve
e improvement and promotion of the responssible
and
d sustainable prrocurement of lumber the Grou
up continues too work
3

Do
oes not include lumber purchased for
f IFCO PMS and Paramount Pallett.

Chain
C
of Custody (COC) certiffied lumber. Where
W
CHEP can
verify
v
supplier claims,
c
throughh documentation, that lumber
purchased has an
a associated C
COC certification credit.
Lumber from certified
c
sourcees. Lumber classsified as being
from
f
a certified
d source is requuired to meet on
ne of the follow
wing
criteria:
c

b. Other certified sources, w
where CHEP hass undertaken du
ue
diligence that
t
seeks to prrovide confidence that the source
forest or mill
m is certified by PEFC, FSC or equivalent.4
3.

Policy compliant lumber sourrce. Where the purchased lumber
does
d
not carry COC
C
certificatioon and is not from a certified
source,
s
CHEP has undertaken ddue diligence to
o establish thatt
the
t lumber flow
w has not been contaminated by
b controversial
source
s
lumber.55 Lumber will noot be purchased
d from a source
e
where
w
CHEP’s due
d diligence is not satisfied.

This classification
c
ha
as been appliedd to lumber purc
chased in the Year.
Y
Lumb
ber purchased in
n FY12 has beenn reassessed and the new
classiifications descriibed above havee been applied to reported data. 6
Over time, and wherre practical, thee Group will tarrget converting
sourc
ces identified ass certified sourcce lumber to CO
OC certified
lumbe
er.
Resullts
A tota
al of 33% of lum
mber purchased is COC certified, compared to
o
29% in
n the previous year.
y
In FY13, 888% of CHEP’s lu
umber came fro
om
COC certified
c
and ce
ertified lumber sources, up fro
om 84% the
previo
ous year.

Table
e 3: Lumber volume
v
by claassification & segment (%))

4

Equiv
valence is based on
o the Montreal suustainability crite
eria that underpin
n
PEFC and
a FSC.
5
‘Controversial Source’’ is a term used bby the PEFC to cov
ver a broad range of
forestry activities that do not comply wiith local, nationall or international
legisla
ation, use genetically modified foreest based organisms or convert forest
to other vegetation typ
pes, including prim
mary forests to forest plantations.
6

Bram
mbles has adjusted
d its FY12 certifieed lumber source number to
incorp
porate the new strricter criteria for comparison. As such, the previoussly
published FY12 percenttage of lumber froom a certified sou
urce of 94% has be
een
ced with a combin
ned chain of custoody and certified sources percentag
ge
replac
of 84%
%.
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Pallets - Americass
In CHEP
C
USA, a detailed review of the certificatiion schemes
app
plicable to the ssupply base wass completed. While
W
there are w
wellesta
ablished COC ce
ertification schemes for lumbe
er used for pulp
p in
the
e US market, the
ere is currentlyy little market demand
d
for and
the
erefore limited ssupply of COC certification
c
forr the lumber floows
app
plicable to CHEP
P.

Table
e 4: Lumber volume
v
by coontinent of orrigin (%)

In addition
a
to its e
efforts in engaging with supplie
ers and advocatting
and
d encouraging fu
urther developm
ment of COC ce
ertified supply, the
CHE
EP USA team is increasing its efforts
e
to collec
ct evidence of C
COC
and
d/or certified so
ource compliance as part of itss due diligence
pro
ocess.
Durring the Year, a
as part of globall procurement, CHEP establishhed a
This
ded
dicated procure
ement team in Brazil
B
to cover Latin
L
America. T
stre
engthens CHEP’’s lumber sourciing and due diliigence capabilitties in
the
e region.
Pallets - EMEA
CHE
EP Europe contiinues to mainta
ain its COC certification status .
The
e business reporrted that 98% of lumber purcha
ased during thee Year
wass COC certified.. In Europe all pallet
p
suppliers are required
(thrrough service agreements) to purchase
p
eitherr FSC or PEFC
cerrtified COC lumb
ber from CHEP Europe’s appro
oved list of supp
pliers.
Forr new suppliers that do not havve COC certifica
ation, CHEP wil l
inittially purchase llumber on the condition
c
that the
t supplier com
mmits
to becoming
b
COC ccertified. If cerrtification is nott achieved withhin six
months, CHEP willl cease purchasiing lumber from
m the supplier.
CHE
EP South Africa conducted a de
etailed analysiss of its options iin
sec
curing its future
e lumber supply, which include
ed sustainabilityy
critteria as a core ccomponent. An established lum
mber supplier too
CHE
EP MEA reported that a key forrest resource ac
chieved PEFC
cerrtification in FY13. The CHEP South
S
Africa tea
am is increasingg its
effo
orts to collect e
evidence of COC
C and/or certifiied source
com
mpliance as part of its due dilig
gence process.
CHE
EP South Africa also owns and manages five FSC-certified
F
tim
mber
plantations in the southern Drake
ensberg region of
o KwaZulu Nataal.
Cov
vering a total arrea of 2,700 hectares, the tota
al harvested areea is
justt under 1,800 h
hectares, with the remaining area comprising
env
vironmental and
d fire protection
n areas. Based on a 20 year rootation
cyc
cle, the five farm
ms will provide, in an ongoing and sustainablee
way
y, approximately 10% of CHEP South Africa’s total
t
lumber
req
quirements for n
new pallets and
d repair materia
al.
CHE
EP employs two
o professional fo
oresters to man
nage the farms aand in
FY1
13, Forestry Man
nager Gordon McKenzie
M
receiv
ved a Forester oof the
Yea
ar Award from SSappi Forests, South
S
Africa’s biggest forestry
group. CHEP, along with more tha
an 50 other priv
vate farmers whho
pro
ovide lumber in the region, is a member of Sappi Forests’ FSC
C
cerrtification group
p scheme.
Pallets - Asia-Paciific
CHE
EP Australia hass commenced work
w
on transitio
oning its hardw
wood
lum
mber supply base to COC certiffied lumber under the Australiaan
Forrestry Standard.. CHEP Australia
a expects this work
w
to be comp
pleted
in FY14.
F

Lumb
ber species
Identification of controversial speciies in the supply chain is an
ongoiing area of focu
us for the procuurement due diligence process..
In FY13, CHEP identiified 64 speciess of tree that arre, or could be, in
its lum
mber supply as per the Internaational Union fo
or Conservation of
Naturre (IUCN) Red List of Threateneed Species. Non
ne of these speccies
are defined as “enda
angered”, “criti
tically endangerred”, “extinct in
the wild”,
w
or “extinc
ct”. Of the 64 sspecies identifie
ed, two are
classiified as “near th
hreatened” (Virrginia Pine and Sand Pine) and
one as
a “vulnerable” (Longleaf Pine)).
The possible
p
inclusio
on of Longleaf PPine in CHEP US
SA’s lumber supply
was id
dentified in 200
09, and the posssible inclusion of
o Virginia Pine
e
and Sand
S
Pine were identified in 20010. USA lumber suppliers do not
n
alway
ys disclose the exact
e
sub-speciie of pine being
g supplied.
In FY13, the CHEP USA procurementt team underto
ook an exercise to
estim
mate the potentiial volume of thhese sub-specie
es in the lumberr
CHEP purchased during the Year. Itt is estimated th
hat approximate
ely
17,00
00 cubic metres of Longleaf Pinne and 11,000 cubic
c
metres of
Virgin
nia Pine and San
nd Pine combineed could be inc
cluded in the FY
Y13
lumbe
er supply, repre
esenting less thhan 3% of the to
otal volume
purch
hased by CHEP in the Americass.
CHEP USA is working
g with its supplieers and continu
uing current sup
pply
chain
n management practices to beetter understand
d and minimise the
poten
ntial use of Long
gleaf Pine, Virgginia Pine and Sand Pine. The
business is also deve
eloping relationsships with sawm
mills, who have
bette
er visibility and control over haarvesting.

CHE
EP New Zealand
d has completed
d the transition
n planning of itss
lum
mber supply base from certified
d source lumber to COC certifiied
lum
mber. The New Z
Zealand lumberr supply base will be COC certiified
by FY15.
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LUMBER REUSE AND RECYCLING
Compared with disposable pallets, pallet pooling significantly
reduces the use of lumber resources and waste.
Unlike CHEP's pallet pooling system, many other types of lumber
pallets (without a clear system of ownership and accountability) end
up in landfill. By maintaining ownership of its assets and enforcing a
system of controls, CHEP can maximise its ability to reuse material
in the pallet pool or recycle materials away from landfill at the end
of the pallets’ useful lives.
Reuse
When CHEP conditions its pallets, lumber that is in good condition is
reclaimed and reused wherever possible to repair other pallets. In
FY13, CHEP Pallets reported that at least 43,108 cubic metres of
lumber was used in the repair and manufacture of pallets.
In the USA, CHEP reclaimed 21,782 cubic metres of lumber, which is
the equivalent of 565 TEU intermodal containers (the international
standard for measuring shipping space).
In Europe, up to 23 usable lumber elements can be reclaimed from
damaged pallets. The average reclaimed number is 15 elements.
CHEP is continuously improving its timber reclaim capability with
network projects to look at better technologies to dismantle pallets
efficiently.
In Australia, lumber cut-offs and lumber from damaged pallets are
reused at CHEP service centres. Sound lumber boards are removed
from damaged pallets and used for repair work; an estimated 85% of
this “waste” lumber is used for repairs or to manufacture new CHEP
pallets, which means less raw lumber is required.
Recycling
Brambles is reporting a recycled lumber number for the first time
(see table below). Brambles expects the quality and detail of data
provided to improve in FY14.
In line with the target of zero lumber waste to landfill by 2015,
CHEP is implementing a number of programs. For example, CHEP
USA performed waste stream optimisation in FY12, which improves
the recycling of lumber waste. In FY13, CHEP USA met the zero
lumber to waste target for CHEP owned and operated sites. Lumber
waste generated by sites is now recycled and used in various
products such as heating fuel and energy production.

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Brambles is committed to using resources more efficiently and
minimising waste. CHEP's pallet pooling system operates on the
principles of recover, reduce, reuse and recycle. Brambles is
committed to improving its performance continuously to meet
customers' and stakeholders' sustainability expectations.
CHEP and Recall have processes to collect data on waste streams
and have committed to improving their recycling rates each year.
CHEP manages all waste streams related to pallet pooling activities
including lumber (see above), corrugate, steel and plastic.
Where possible in office locations, segregation and recycling
programs are in place for recyclable items such as paper, bottles,
cans, newspapers, magazines and ink cartridges. CHEP complies with
local and federal regulations pertaining to waste handling, recycling,
storage and disposal.
IFCO recycles 100% of its RPCs. IFCO regrinds all damaged containers
and reprocesses the granulate for use in new RPCs.
Recall assists its customers in managing their physical and digital
documents throughout their life-cycle, from creation to secure
destruction. Recall believes that it benefits the environment by
assisting customers to reduce material usage by providing spaceand paper-efficient document archival and retrieval solutions. All
the material used in the production of Recall's cartons is recyclable.
During the Year, Recall collected, shredded and sent for recycling
more than 151,000 tonnes of paper.

Table 6: Brambles’ recycling efforts during the Year
Metric
tonnes
Total
Pallets8
RPCs9

Paper and Comingled
Corrugate
2,307
-

Plastic

Metal

581

1,234

680

Total

4,802

-

15,497

-

15,497

Recall

151,000

NR

NR

NR

151,000

Total

153,307

581

16,731

680

171,299

In Australia, lower quality scrap lumber not suitable for repair is
mulched and used for landscaping, garden projects, making
compost, or energy generation. For example, an engineering
company in Australia uses CHEP lumber mulch to generate steam for
use in their operations. CHEP Australia is actively seeking alternative
uses for lumber mulch, which includes working with the New South
Wales’ state government’s Sustainability Advantage program.
In FY13, CHEP Pallets reported it recycled more than 188,000 tonnes
of lumber in the Year.

Table 5: CHEP Pallets lumber recycling efforts during the
Year (excluding reclaimed lumber for reuse)
Metric
tonnes
Total
Pallets7

7

Lumber
recycled
188,258

Includes data from sites that handle and condition CHEP RPCs and
Containers, Automotive in Europe and the CCC business.

8
Includes data from sites that handle and condition CHEP RPCs and
Containers, Automotive sites in Europe and the CCC business.
9

Only includes IFCO RPC operations.
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Waste
In FY13, Brambles began collecting data on solid waste streams and
has committed to improving its recycling rates on an annual basis.
Brambles reported general and hazardous waste numbers for the
first time (see table below). Brambles expects the quality and detail
of data to improve in FY14.
General solid waste (for example office/sanitation) is handled by
local solid waste management or recycling facilities. Universal waste
and used oil (both generated in limited quantities) as well as
cardboard, plastic and metals are generally reused or recycled
where facilities are available.
CHEP Catalyst & Chemical Containers Inc (CCC), which is part of the
Containers segment, provides packaging systems, on-site
management and logistics support for the storage and shipment of
catalysts used in the petroleum refining, gas processing and
petrochemicals manufacturing industries.
In FY13, CCC handled hazardous wastes on behalf of its customers,
including solid NOS (chlorine, sulphur), a class 9 waste, resulting
from cleaning residue from its intermediate bulk container catalyst
bins used in the packaging of petrochemical refining products.
CCC uses a third party to dispose of its hazardous waste, where it is
used as a fuel source, replacing coal and natural gas in cement kilns.
This is a safe and effective method of recovering energy from waste
and conserving natural resources.
Waste is normally processed and destroyed within five to six days of
receipt, confirmed by a certificate of disposal. The empty metal
containers used to transport the waste are processed through
container decontamination, with a certificate of recycling issued to
CCC for the containers or volume of metal recycled.
CCC holds a large quantity generator licence and reports waste
summaries to relevant environmental departments as required.
While CCC cannot eliminate waste, it takes steps to reduce the
amount of waste it handles by adhering to the limits of its licence.
If CCC receives containers that have more than 4.5 kilograms of
hazardous classified material, the containers are returned to the
generator of the waste, for removal of the material.
The hazardous waste volumes reported by the Pallets sites,
predominately relate to paint, paint residues, inks, oil and
contaminated water that has to be disposed of separately.
Brambles had no significant spills during the Year.

Total Pallets11

General
Waste

Hazardous
waste

Brambles reported a water consumption number for the first time
(see table below). Brambles expects the quality and detail of data
to improve in FY14.
The RPC segment is the largest user of water in the Group. In the
USA and Europe, IFCO has installed centrifugal dryers, which use
high-speed rotation to pump final rinse-water back to the washing
line for reuse.
In Europe and South America, currently up to 62,700 cubic metres of
water can be collected with the centrifuges, saving up to 50% of
rinse-water. In addition, in the USA, Europe and South America,
IFCO implements other water recycling devices. By 2016, IFCO will
have replaced all conventional blow-dryers with centrifugal dryers.
CHEP Australia’s RPC operations will install three centrifugal drivers
in FY14. Details on the dryers’ energy efficiency benefits are
included in the Emissions section on page 17.
In the USA, IFCO developed a water recycling prototype unit in its
Atlanta, Georgia service centre in conjunction with a filtration
expert. The unit captures wastewater via an inline filtering plant,
removing solids and bacteria and enabling it to be reused. Previously
this wastewater would have passed direct to waste drains. It is
estimated approximately 30% of wastewater will be recycled by this
system. The finalised design has been installed in the newly opened
Portland, Oregon service centre and IFCO’s remaining North
American plants will have the system installed during FY13.
In Germany, one water recycling unit was ordered in FY13 and will
be installed in the Crailsheim service centre in the first half of the
FY14. A second water recycling unit is planned for the Duisburg
service centre. All IFCO service centres are fully compliant with
local wastewater regulations.

Table 8: Brambles’ water usage during the Year13
Mega-litres

Water used
from utilities

Total Pallets14

269

RPCs

428

15

RPCs (outsourced service centres)

Table 7: Brambles’ waste during the Year10
Metric
tonnes

Water
Brambles recognises that water is a precious resource and in many
areas of its operations water supply is crucial for the environment
and the community. Brambles believes it has a responsibility to use
water wisely.

Total

362
1,059

Total

23,331

443

23,774

RPCs12

1,758

-

1,758

Total

25,089

443

25,532

10

Excludes Recall, the Containers businesses, the pallet businesses of IFCO
PMS and Paramount Pallet, as well as very small CHEP pallet sites and offices.

13
Excludes Recall, the Containers businesses, the pallet businesses of IFCO
PMS and Paramount Pallet, as well as very small CHEP pallet sites and offices.

11
Includes data from sites that handle and condition CHEP RPCs and
Containers, Automotive sites in Europe and the CCC business.

14
Includes data from sites that handle and condition CHEP RPCs and
Containers, Automotive sites in Europe and the CCC business.

12

15

Only includes IFCO RPC operations.

Only includes IFCO RPC operations.
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EM
MISSIONS
Bra
ambles is committed to achieviing Zero Harm. It considers thee
env
vironment in alll decisions conccerning the deve
elopment of
pro
ojects, the selecction of comme
ercial partners and
a suppliers annd the
launch of new prod
ducts and services.
Bra
ambles is committed to using re
esources more efficiently and
enc
couraging the su
ustainable use of
o its products and
a services.
PRO
OGRESS ON GRE
EENHOUSE GAS
S (GHG) EMISSIO
ON TARGET
In 2010,
2
Brambles set a 20% reducction target on 2010 emission levels
by 2015.
2
The targe
et is applicable only to Recall and
a CHEP sites that
hav
ve reported data since 2010. Recent
R
acquisitio
ons and facilitiees in
eco
onomies defined
d as emerging and
a developing by the Internat ional
Mon
netary Fund are
e not included in the target. Overall, the targget
cov
vers 93% of CHEP and Recall’s total
t
Scope 1 an
nd Scope 2 repoorted
emissions.

By the end of the Ye
ear, the energy,, waste and watter reporting
modu
ule was used by CHEP Pallets, RRPCs and some Containers
opera
ations to record data. In FY14, the module will be rolled out to
the re
est of Containers and the palleet businesses off IFCO PMS and
Param
mount Pallet.

Table
e 10: GHG em
missions and eenergy by seg
gment
Kiilotonnes (kt) of C
CO2-e
20
013

2012

2012

3

181.14

173.72

4

25.49

(3)

273.62

280.50

(2)

27.52
2

25.90

6

212.67

199.14

6

2

667.43

653.36

100

218.98

13.68
1

13.31

Pallets
- EMEA
A19

24.77
2

Pallets
- Asia--Pacific20
Total Pallets

65.97
6

64.70

In FY13,
F
the emisssions from appliicable CHEP and
d Recall sites
dec
creased by a tottal of 24.5%, ex
xceeding the red
duction target oon
FY1
10 levels.

2
RPCs 21

15.22
1

NR

Rec
call achieved a 37.5% reduction
n on emissions. CHEP operatioons
hav
ve been able to achieve a redu
uction of 8.6%.

Recalll
Total

Witth the planned d
demerger of Re
ecall, which com
mprises 68% of tthe
app
plicable sites in scope, the targ
get will be revie
ewed and consiider
the
e inclusion of re
ecent acquisitions and Scope 3 emissions.

Tab
ble 9: GHG ta
arget Year-on
n-Year reductions (Kilotonn
nes)

Bramb
bles HQ
Sub-to
otal

Terajo
oules (TJ) of ene
ergy
2013
3

Pallets
- Americas18

∆%

0.11

0.12

(8)

81.30
8

64.82

25

44.78
4

62.47

(28)

12
26.08

127.29

(1)

NR

∆%

2
100

0.46

0.51

886.87

653.87

36

(8)

478.01

704.41

(32)

1,364.88

1,358.28

-

For th
he Pallets segment, combined Scope 1 and 2 CO2-e emission
ns
increa
ased slightly by
y 2% in FY13 froom FY12.
Palletts - Americas
For Pallets Americas, CO2-e emissioons increased by 3% over the
previo
ous year, due to an extended, severe winter in Canada, whicch
saw a rise in the use
e of natural gas for heating when compared to
o
the gas used in the lighter winter coonditions of the
e previous year, an
increa
ase in activity at
a a number of Canada and USA sites and the
openiing a new larger pallet servicee centre in Monc
cton, Canada while
continuing to operatte the older sitee for a period of time during
Moncton’s commissio
oning.
While
e there was a sm
mall increase inn emissions, a number of activiities
at the
e site level have
e resulted in siggnificant decreases. For examp
ple
at CH
HEP Canada’s Ne
ew Westminsterr site, a signific
cant reduction in
i
Scope
e 1 emissions was primarily duee to the remova
al of natural ga
as
fuelle
ed drying tunnels used in the ppallet painting process.
p
CHEP Canada also re
eported that thee refitting of itss owned and
opera
ated service cen
ntres with T5 fl uorescent lighting, to replace
previo
ous metal halide lighting, was completed durring the Year.
In the
e USA, the CHEP
P Innovation Ceenter’s electriciity consumption
n
decre
eased significantly due to a redduction in use of
o the
enviro
onmental cham
mber, which is u sed for testing..

16
6

ACT
TIVITY DURING THE YEAR – SC
COPE 1 AND 2
Bra
ambles reported
d increases in to
otal Scope 1 and
d Scope 2 GHG
emissions and energy use for the Year, due to re
eporting for thee first
tim
me the energy ussage and CO2-e
e emissions of th
he IFCO RPCs
ope
erations.17
In FY13,
F
Brambles commenced th
he roll-out of the global
Occ
cupational Heallth, Safety and Environment re
eporting and anaalysis
systtem (iCARE). Th
his online, easyy to access syste
em has replaced
d the
pre
evious method o
of collecting datta. Brambles bu
usinesses now hhave
the
e capacity to en
nter their energyy, waste and water data regullarly
and
d analyse the in
nformation at th
heir discretion. In addition to
pro
oviding more acccurate informattion of Bramble
es reporting
req
quirements, iCA
ARE will allow th
he businesses to
o benchmark
ope
erations and ide
entify efficienciies across the Group.
G

CHEP USA is an ENER
RGY STAR®22 paartner and is foc
cused on analysing
and reducing its corp
porate environm
mental footprint through targe
eted
energ
gy saving projec
cts.

18

Includes CHEP Palletss and CCC businesss and excludes IF
FCO PMS and
mount Pallet.
Param

19

Includes CHEP Palletss, CHEP Automotivve sites in Europe
e and CHEP RPC
n
operattions in South Africa. These Contaiiner and RPC operrations have been
retained for consistency to compare to 22012 reported num
mbers.
20

Includes CHEP Palletss in Asia-Pacific aand CHEP RPC ope
erations in Australlia
and Ne
ew Zealand. Thesse RPC operationss have been retain
ned for consistenccy to
compa
are to 2012 reportted numbers.
21

16

Sc
cope 1 emissions ccome from directt purchases of fue
el, for company ow
wned
tran
nsport or heating. Scope 2 emission
ns are indirect purchases of energyy, like
elec
ctricity.
17

Em
missions are meassured in tonnes off Carbon Dioxide equivalent
e
(CO2-ee).

Includes IFCO RPC and excludes CHEP RPC operations in
n South Africa,
alia and New Zealand.
Austra

22

A jo
oint program of th
he US Environmenttal Protection Age
ency and US
Department of Energy, helping consumeers and business to
o adopt energy
ent products and practices.
p
efficie
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Pallets - EMEA
For Pallets EMEA, CO2-e emissions decreased by 3% in FY13, due to
ongoing reduction activities across the European network and more
accurate measurement.
The Environmental Management System (EMS) developed and
implemented in the UK in the previous year was rolled out to CHEP
owned and operated centres in France and Benelux. A team of
dedicated energy administrators has been put in place and CO2-e
reduction action plans are currently being developed.
In the UK, CHEP continues to meet the requirements of the Carbon
Trust Standard for measuring, managing and reducing its carbon
emissions.
During the Year, the new site in Severnside, UK was granted BREEAM
certification, a leading and widely used environmental assessment
method for buildings. The assessment encompasses a broad range of
categories and criteria that includes energy and water use, the
health and well-being of the workplace, pollution, transport
materials and management processes.
Features of the service centre include solar panels for water heating
and rainwater harvesting.
The air compressor optimisation project in CHEP UK and Ireland was
finalised in the Year. All sites now have appropriately sized
compressors with optimal settings. Tracking systems have also been
installed to monitor air pressure and identify any leakages to keep
wastage at a minimum. With the project transitioning to a ‘business
as usual’, it has saved a total of 847 tonnes of CO2-e.
Projects to replace inefficient lighting with T5 fluorescent tubes
continues across the European network, with more planned in FY14.
The use of renewable energy, like solar panels, is also under
investigation.
In CHEP South Africa, new meters were installed and electricity
consumption is well below the recorded levels of previous years.
Pallets - Asia-Pacific
For Pallets Asia-Pacific, CO2-e emissions increased by 6%, primarily
due to increased business activity in Australia.
Higher product volumes in the year contributed to increased gas
usage at a number of sites, while some sites added second shifts or
extended hours of operation. The start of high volume processing of
Aldi Swing crates at CHEP’s Derrimut, Victoria service centre
resulted in an increase in energy and emissions. At the Rocklea site
in Brisbane, extra forklifts were used in the rebuilding phase of a
service centre affected by the Queensland floods, resulting in a
significant increase in LPG usage.
RPCs
In FY13, IFCO RPCs operations reported its energy and emission data
for the first time.
By 2016, IFCO will have replaced all conventional blow-dryers with
centrifugal dryers. Last year, all the dryers in the USA were
replaced, reducing electricity consumption by more than three
million kWh. In Europe, IFCO has replaced 73% of its conventional
blow-dryers with centrifugal dryers, with the remaining 27% to be
replaced over the next year. In South America, centrifugal dryers
will be in place by 2016. Details on the dryers’ water efficiency
benefits are included in the Water section on page 15.
During FY12, IFCO investigated the use of micro heat/power plants
for service centres in Europe, beginning with the installation of a
block heat and power station in the Crailsheim wash plant in
Germany. This measure has led to a significant reduction of energy
(gas & electricity) by approximately 30%. In FY14, the installation of
a second block heat and power station is planned for the Duisburg
service centre.

Recall
Recall recorded a very large reduction in CO2-e emissions of 22.3%
in FY13, due to optimisation and Lean initiatives, a general
downturn in customer activities, the use of energy efficient vehicles
and new information centres fitted with efficient lighting and
sensors.
The largest reductions were achieved in the USA, with the reduction
of the Secure Destruction Services fleet, the largest and most energy
intensive vehicles that Recall operates. In addition, the Data
Protection Services line has now switched its fleet from the
traditional panel van to more fuel efficient transit connect vans.
Across the business, the use of new integrated lighting technologies,
which includes T-8 fluorescent lighting, occupancy sensors and
timers, have been installed in all new operations and retrofits
continue in older facilities.
Compliance
In Australia, Brambles and its CHEP and Recall operations were
required to report their FY12 GHG emissions under the Australian
Government’s National Greenhouse & Energy Reporting System
(NGERS) as its energy usage was above the reporting threshold of
200 terajoules of energy.
In the UK, the Carbon Reduction Commitment Energy Efficiency
Scheme legislation came into force in April 2010. Brambles UK
registered in July 2011 and submits annual footprint reports to the
UK Environment Agency.
BRAMBLES’ TOTAL REPORTED GLOBAL GHG EMISSIONS DURING
THE YEAR (SCOPE 3)23
While Brambles has a relatively light Scope 1 and 2 GHG emissions
footprint, there is a growing interest among customers to
understand the total cost of their supply chains. Brambles is taking
the opportunity to develop better and more accurate ways to
measure its total emissions footprint (Scope 1, 2 and 3).24 This will
enable Brambles to better demonstrate the environmental benefits
of its product and service offerings.
In FY12, CHEP Pallets (excluding IFCO PMS and Paramount Pallet)
assessed potential sources of Scope 3 emissions and identified the
two largest third-party or supplier activities that generate
greenhouse emissions on CHEP’s behalf.
More than two-thirds of CHEP Pallets total emissions footprint is
generated by subcontracted transport carriers that move CHEP’s
pallets through its network. The emissions generated by these third
party providers are reported as Scope 3 emissions.
CHEP has an extensive network of service centres and uses many
outsourced service centres (OSC). This provides CHEP with a great
deal of flexibility to adjust its network to meet changing customer
needs or to reduce or optimise transport costs. The emissions
generated by these third party providers are reported as Scope 3
emissions and represent almost 18% of total emissions. These two
sources of Scope 3 emissions are included to provide an overall
picture of CHEP’s environmental footprint.

23
Excludes the Containers businesses, the Pallet businesses of IFCO PMS and
Paramount Pallet, as well as very small CHEP pallet sites and offices.
24
Scope 3 emissions are generated by a third party, e.g. a transport company
carrying a company’s freight, or a third party service centre reconditioning a
pallet.
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Tab
ble 11: Total reported GHG emissions consumption
c
for
the
e Year – including Scope 3

Tottal
Pallets26
RPC
Cs29
Bra
ambles HQ
Sub
b-total
Rec
call
Tottal

OSC 25 Transport
T
(Scope 3) (Scope
(
3)

Scope 1

Scope 2

25..64

40.33

119.4227

5.89
0.11
46.33
24.37
70.70

30

kt CO2-e
C

9..33
34..97
20..41
55..38

9.59
129.01
129.01

To
otal

416.9528

6002.34

NR
416.95
NR
416.95

224.81
0.11
6227.26
444.78
6772.04

Tab
ble 12: Bramb
bles greenhouse gas generration by sou
urce
in the
t Year (%)

sourc
cing requiremen
nts and locationns, location of manufacturers,
m
transport costs and plant
p
capacity.
In Palllets Americas, a number of prrograms and pra
actices
imple
emented by the CHEP USA team
m produced transport efficienccies
and savings during th
he year.
CHEP and LeanLogisttics are both Ennvironmental Prrotection Agenccy
(EPA)) SmartWay parttners. SmartWaay is a collabora
ation between the
t
US EP
PA and the freig
ght transportatiion industry tha
at helps freight
shippers, carriers and logistics com panies improve
e fuel efficiencyy
and save money.
The CHEP
C
USA Green
nLanes™ program
m helps custom
mers increase
produ
uctivity, earn re
evenue and elim
minate unnecessary empty retu
urn
truck
k trips by filling empty space onn trucks used by customers. In
n
FY13,, the program grew by 32% on the previous ye
ear, with CHEP
workiing with custom
mers on more thhan 13,000 indiv
vidual truck
move
ements. In total, CHEP USA’s cuustomers were able to generatte
more than US$4 million in incremenntal revenue an
nd eliminate an
estim
mated three milllion kilometres in journeys and
d 3,200 tonnes in
i
CO2-e
e emissions.
During the Year, CHE
EP USA worked in collaboration with a large
manu
ufacturing custo
omer who soughht to expand the
e size of its thirrdparty
y transport carriier fleet runningg on compresse
ed natural gas
(CNG). Working in collaboration
c
wiith the custome
er, CHEP was ab
ble
to ide
entify and offerr a key backhauul move to the same
s
CNG
transport carriers to make the overrall roundtrip movement
m
econo
omically viable.. It is estimatedd that for a tota
al of 37,000
kilom
metres run on CN
NG equipment, 10 tonnes of CO
O2-e emissions
were eliminated.

ANSPORT IMPAC
CTS
TRA
Bra
ambles works to
o reduce its envvironmental foottprint by using its
logiistics know-how
w to minimise th
he footprint of its customers aand
the
e supply chain th
hrough network
k optimisation, which reduces
tran
nsport distance
es and associate
ed emissions.
CHE
EP is pursuing a number of inittiatives to reduc
ce cost and
emissions related to the moveme
ent of pallets.
A sp
pecific module for CO2-e meassurement of sub
bcontracted
tran
nsport carriers was developed by LeanLogistic
cs and is
imp
plemented in Eu
urope and the USA.
U
This system
m allows CHEP tto
estiimate a baselin
ne to measure the impact of itss collaborative
tran
nsportation, rou
ute and networrk optimisation and Total Palleet
Man
nagement initia
atives.
CHE
EP’s Total Palle
et Management program, availa
able to major
manufacturers and
d retailers, allows CHEP to manage all of a
cusstomer’s pallet needs onsite an
nd supply CHEP pallets withoutt the
nee
ed for additiona
al transport. Customers’ use off Total Pallet
Man
nagement helpss optimise the network
n
and red
duces the energgy
req
quirements asso
ociated with the
e pallet pool. Ne
etwork optimisaation
focuses on the num
mber and locatiion of service ce
entres based onn
25

Outsourced service
e centres.

26

In
ncludes sites that handle and condiition CHEP RPCs and
a Containers.
Reta
ained to provide llike-for-like comp
paratives to CHEP’s reported energgy and
emissions in FY12. Sittes will be extraccted and included in the RPC segmeent in
FY14 and Containers segment once iCA
ARE is rolled out.
27

Esstimate of CO2-e generated/energ
gy used by leased and out-sourced sservice
centre sites that insp
pect and repair CH
HEP’s pallets.
28

Esstimate of CO2-e generated/energ
gy used by subcontracted transportt
carrriers that move CH
HEP pallets through the network.
29

Fo
or the purposes of year-on-year co
omparisons, this number only includdes
IFCO
O RPC operations.. The energy used
d and CO2-e emittted by CHEP RPC
ope
erations in South A
Africa, Australia and
a New Zealand is
i included in the
Palllets number. Sitess will be extracted and included in the RPC segmentt in
FY14.
30

Ac
ctual data collectted.

The CHEP
C
USA customer storage proogram, which was
w successfullyy
introd
duced in the No
orthern Hemisphhere winter of 2012-13,
2
was
expan
nded. In FY13, 472,000
4
palletss were placed in
n temporary
storag
ge with customers, an increasee of 96% on the
e previous year.
The program,
p
which reimburses cusstomers for storring pallets on-ssite
using seasonally avaiilable space, elliminates additiional pallet
handlling and damage
e and transporttation to and fro
om third party
storag
ge locations. Fo
or the year, CHEEP eliminated 717,000
7
kilomettres
in tra
ansportation and
d saved more thhan 750 tonnes of CO2-e
emisssions.
The plant
p
network optimisation teaam continued its efforts to source
transportation servic
ces that are bassed near its cusstomers. As a re
esult
of the
ese and other lo
ogistics initiativves, CHEP USA was
w able to reduce
the number of total kilometres travvelled by 1% wh
hen compared to
o
the previous year, while
w
increasing the total numb
ber of trips by 4%.
4
This was
w achieved by
y decreasing thee average dista
ance a truck
travelled (trip haul) by 5%. CHEP USSA has calculate
ed that if the
avera
age trip haul had not decreasedd, an additional eight million
kilom
metres in transpo
ortation would have been requ
uired.
In FY13 the asset rec
covery team useed 5% less fuel when compared
d to
the previous year and has developeed a plan to mov
ve the fleet aw
way
from diesel to a mix of smaller, lesss carbon intenssive vehicles in
FY14..
In Palllets EMEA, CHE
EP Europe’s trannsportation colllaboration prog
gram
now has
h 81 customers participatingg, tripling the number that took
part in
i the previous year.
Partic
cipants in the program
p
benefitt from logistics synergies, through
the re
eduction of emp
pty miles, shareed transportatio
on and using
altern
native solutionss like rail and seea.
In FY13, the program
m eliminated 3.44 million kilome
etres in
transportation movements and 3,0886 tonnes of CO
O2-e emissions.
Since 2008, CHEP Europe has been uusing multimod
dal (train, sea and
road) solutions to mo
ove its pallets tthroughout its network.
n
In FY13,
CHEP’s use of rail, when
w
compared to moving the pallets by road,
saved
d the equivalentt of 9,247 tonnees of CO2-emisssions and a tota
al of
31.2 million
m
kilometres in road tripss.
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PEOPLE

Brambles believes an engaging, safe,
tolerant and diverse work environment
brings out the best in its people.
Table 13: Employees by segment

31

Segment

2013

2012

Pallets Americas

5,972

5,238

Pallets EMEA

2,752

2,791

Pallets Asia-Pacific

1,443

1,421

10,167

9,450

RPCs

1,226

1,026

Containers

1,292

795

Recall

4,918

4,581

302

278

17,905

16,130

Pallets (Total)

Brambles HQ
Total

Brambles permanent employee population increased by 11% on the
previous year, primarily due to the growth in of the IFCO PMS
business in Pallets Americas and the addition of new businesses,
particularly Pallecon in the Containers segment.

RETENTION, SUCCESSSION AND DEVELOPMENT
OF EMPLOYEES
Brambles is committed to providing a safe, rewarding and
challenging environment to help employees reach their potential.
Brambles operates a competency framework which allows employees
to understand the skills and competencies required to do their job,
and those which need to be developed for career progression.
This framework is at the core of Brambles’ recruitment efforts and
performance appraisal systems. Every employee has an annual
appraisal with their manager.
In 2012, Brambles launched Foundation 15, a three-year talent
acquisition and development program sponsored by Brambles’ CEO
to address future organisational capability requirements.
During the Year, Brambles focused on disseminating the talent
management tools used to identify high potential or high
professional individuals throughout the Group, to ensure the
business has the right balance of functional, technical and general
management capabilities. All leaders, including the members of
Brambles Executive Leadership Team (ELT), have used these tools to
review their teams.
Brambles now has a common language on talent and can calibrate its
talent pool, while providing customised development plans for each
individual reviewed.
The process in how to use the tools and development plans has been
distributed to managers in all levels of the business. In addition to
being used to identify high potential talent, managers will also use it
to build the functional and technical expertise, by targeting experts
in the business and creating specific development actions.
This process was first used last year to nominate and select directors
with the potential to reach the Senior Vice President level within
five years.
The 14 high potential directors, chosen out of an initial group of
36 nominations are now on an 18 month Fast Track program,
developed for the purpose of supporting succession readiness at

31

Snapshot of permanent employees as at 30 June 2013.

senior levels. Under the sponsorship of Brambles ELT, the
participants in the program have come from all parts of the
business, including IFCO RPCs and Containers.
At the manager level, 64 managers from across the organisation
have participated in a Development Centre, where their career
paths and strengths and development areas are identified and
development plans and coaching are put in place.
Since the introduction of the program last year, almost 23% of
participants have been promoted.
For the first time, a Development Centre was conducted in Latin
America, to support the leadership pipeline in this fast growing
region.
Another component of Foundation 15 is to help build the strategic
capabilities of the organisation and see that they are focused on
areas that support Brambles’ strategic direction.
In partnership with Cedep, the European Centre for Executive
Development, Brambles conducted a workshop on understanding
how to create value for the retail customer base with 22 senior
leaders from the Pallets and IFCO RPC businesses.
Brambles relationship with Cedep, which now spans five years,
has been expanded to include China, Singapore and Latin America,
with up and coming leaders in the emerging markets businesses now
participating in regional Cedep programs.
A critical role identification process has also been piloted, with a
roll-out to commence in FY14. This will give the organisation the
ability to better assess and understand what future capabilities will
be required to support the business strategy.
Brambles’ CEO and his team monitor and measure the success of
Foundation 15 on a quarterly basis, using a talent dashboard that
will include targets for: internal promotions versus external hires;
depth of succession into senior roles; and the number of females in
leadership roles at all levels in the organisation.
ENGAGEMENT
Brambles recognises that people are its most important asset and is
committed to providing a safe, rewarding and challenging
environment for its employees. Ensuring its employees are engaged
means listening to employee feedback and treating employees with
integrity and respect.
Employee engagement is monitored through the Brambles Employee
Survey (BES). The confidential survey is conducted annually and is
offered to employees in both web and paper-based formats. In FY13,
employees in Recall and the recently acquired Pallecon business did
not to participate.
Brambles uses these data to track progress compared to previous
survey responses, measure Brambles against internal and external
best practice and to identify key actions for improvement.
In 2013, Brambles engaged a new survey vendor to co-ordinate the
process. A number of improvements have been implemented and the
business is now evaluating and developing action items based on the
concept of employee effectiveness, which combines two key driver
areas: engagement and enablement.
Managers are now able to segment and group employees in four
categories for targeted action: most effective, detached, least
effective and frustrated. Reports are shorter and simpler, action
items can be easily identified and prioritised and results can be
cascaded through the organisation more quickly.
Over the past few years, Brambles employees have demonstrated a
willingness to provide feedback and suggest where Brambles can
improve. In FY13, 92% of eligible employees, excluding those
employees that have been with the Group for less than three
months, responded to the survey. Up six percentage points on the
previous year, this response exceeds the target set in FY12 (90%
response rate by 2015). This Year, Brambles pledged to donate US$2
to the Red Cross for each completed survey, for a total of
US$19,580.
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Bra
ambles’ employe
ee engagementt score also incrreased to 68%, uup
one
e percentage po
oint on the prevvious year. Of th
he 23 questionss that
are
e comparable to
o last year’s responses, the sco
ores for 18 quesstions
imp
proved, four we
ere unchanged and
a one questio
on recorded a sm
mall
dec
cline.

Table
e 14: Perman
nent employeees by genderr (total and
mana
agement) as at
a 30 June 20
013 (%)

Que
estions relating to the feedbacck from manage
ers to individualls and
pro
oviding support through organissational change
e achieved very
stro
ong increases w
when compared to the previouss year. In the arreas
of leadership
l
and vvision, trust in leadership and support througgh
organisational cha
ange, the score is now in the ‘h
high performancce’
norrm range.
While the results a
are encouraging
g, Brambles hass set an aggressiive
targ
get to achieve a
an engagementt score of 73% by 2015 and its sshort
term efforts will b
be focused on se
everal initiative
es.
Forr Brambles globa
ally, the questions that have been
b
identified as
hav
ving the stronge
est impact and therefore
t
should be central too
planning actions, a
are satisfaction with career prrospects, trust iin the
leadership of the ccompany and be
elief that the co
ompany has an
outtstanding future
e.
Ano
other area that Brambles will continue
c
to focu
us on is growth and
dev
velopment oppo
ortunities for em
mployees. While
e there have beeen
som
me improvements in this category across the Group,
G
Bramblees will
be convening a gro
oup-wide action
n group to identtify and providee
recommendations to the ELT.

Table
e 15: Age distribution of eemployees as at 30 June
2013
3 (%)

Employee effectivveness will now be a permanent item on the EELT’s
qua
arterly meeting agenda and will include regular updates on
pro
ogress and sharing of best practice. The next BES will be
disttributed in April 2014.
Bra
ambles will deve
elop a three yea
ar roadmap to achieve
a
a high
perrformance norm
m score by 2017. Included in the roadmap willl be
the
e development o
of specific enga
agement strateg
gies for Bramblees’
blue and white colllar employees. This will help Brambles ident ify
issu
ues specific to e
each group, making Brambles a better place tto
worrk.
DIV
VERSITY & INCL
LUSION
Bra
ambles is committed to selecting, recruiting, developing and
d
sup
pporting people solely on the basis
b
of their pro
ofessional capaability
and
d qualifications,, irrespective of gender and otther diversity
factors. Brambles selects, retainss and develops the
t best peoplee for
the
e job on the bassis of merit and job related com
mpetencies.
In FY11,
F
Brambles introduced a diversity policy that
t
deals with
dive
ersity across a rrange of measures. This policy
y is available onn
Bra
ambles’ website
e. Details of the
e policy are also
o shown in Bram
mbles’
2013 Annual Reporrt, in section 3.2 of the Corporrate Governancce
Statement on page
e 23.
Durring the Year, a Diversity and Inclusion Council was set up too
inve
estigate policie
es and practicess in order to furrther improve
inclusivity and dive
ersity througho
out the Group. The
T council inclludes
rep
presentatives fro
om across the Group.
G
Of the
t 17,905 Bram
mbles employee
es, 23.2% are fe
emale. The
acq
quisition of new
w businesses in recent
r
years and the increase iin
IFCO service centrres are the main
n reasons for th
he mix of femalee
employees decreasing from 27.9%
% in FY11.

The Group's
G
remunerration policy is to set pay arou
und the median
level of remuneratio
on but with uppper quartile tota
al potential
rewarrds for outstand
ding performancce and proven capability
c
(furth
her
details on the Remuneration Policy and structure can
c be found in
n
Brambles’ 2013 Annu
ual Report on pa
pages 33 to 35). Brambles rewa
ards
perfo
ormance on the basis of merit aand job related
d competencies
witho
out discrimination. As requiredd by the ASX Corporate
Governance Council Corporate Goveernance Princip
ples &
Recom
mmendations (P
Principle 8), thee Remuneration
n Committee ha
as
respo
onsibility for rev
viewing and maaking recommen
ndations to the
Board
d on remuneratiion by gender.
Male::female salary ratios
For th
he Year, the ma
ale:female sala ry ratio for man
nagement
increa
ased slightly fro
om 1.06 in 20122 to 1.07 in FY13, while the
male::female non-ma
anagement salaary ratio decline
ed from 1.01 in
FY12 to 0.95 to FY13
3. This decline iis primarily due
e to the completion
of the
e employee ban
nding exercise ffor the IFCO PM
MS business in th
he
USA, where males co
omprise 96% of the workforce and females
occup
py predominate
ely clerical and aadministrative roles as oppose
ed
to ma
anual labour rolles.

Table
e 16: Male:fe
emale salary rratios for the Year
Maale

Female

Group
p

0.997

1.00

Non-m
management

0.995

1.00

Management

1.007

1.00
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Voluntary Turnover
Voluntary turnover for the Year for the Group was 20.8%, up from
15% in FY12. This large increase was due to the high turnover of
personnel in the IFCO PMS service centres in the USA.

Table 16: Voluntary turnover for the Year

SAFETY & WELLBEING
Brambles' Zero Harm Charter states that everyone has the right to
be safe at work and to return home to their family and friends as
healthy as when they started the day. Each and every person is
expected to work safely. Brambles seeks to apply best occupational
health, safety and environment practice for employees, contractors,
customers and local communities.

Voluntary Turnover (%)

FY13

FY12

Group

20.8

15.0

Pallets – Americas

43.1

21.9

Pallets – EMEA

9.4

12.2

Pallets - Asia-Pacific

6.1

6.8

10.8

10.7

- Modified duties for a full work shift following an injury; and

8.1

11.8

- Incidents that require external medical treatment.

Recall

11.9

15.0

BIFR is recorded at a rate per million hours worked.

Brambles HQ

10.3

3.2

RPCs
Containers

Brambles Injury Frequency Rate (BIFR) is the primary measure of
safety performance across the Group. BIFR provides a
comprehensive view of employee safety and includes:
- Work-related fatalities;
- Loss of a full work shift due to injury;

Parental Leave
Brambles is committed to supporting employees throughout their
working life and to tracking and reporting parental leave data.

Table 17: Parental leave for the Year
Group employees
taking parental leave
during the Year (%)

Group employees returning
to work after parental
leave during the Year (%)

Group

2.3

1.9

Male

1.2

1.2

Female

5.9

4.1

The Zero Harm strategy developed in 2010 and associated internal
structures and performance measurement processes are aimed
specifically at the BIFR to create breakthrough performance by
addressing the underlying cause of injury.
ACTIVITY DURING THE YEAR
The Year was transitional for Brambles’ reporting on safety. For the
first time, data for all businesses acquired in and prior to FY12 was
incorporated into BIFR. In order to make meaningful comparisons to
the businesses safety performance in FY13, Brambles has adjusted
its FY12 BIFR rate from 9.3 to 21.5 to incorporate acquired
operations and establish a base rate. Acquisitions made in FY13 were
not included, but will be incorporated in FY14.
Brambles reported two fatalities during the Year:
- A temporary contractor was fatally injured while working for the
IFCO PMS business in Kansas City, USA, in May 2013. The
contractor was driving a PMS vehicle and was involved in a singlevehicle accident, which is under investigation by the Kansas State
Highway Patrol;

TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT
To meet ongoing and future needs, Brambles is committed to
developing the skills of its people.
One of the areas of focus for Brambles’ Sustainability strategy is its
people and the education, training and development opportunities
available to them. Brambles is committed to ensuring that its people
are fully trained and equipped to do their job.
A large number of training courses are available to employees
through proprietary web-based systems, which enables Brambles to
monitor the number of training days and their effectiveness.
This Year, Brambles’ business units reported a total of 50,079
employee training days in the Year.

Table: 18: Training days for the Year
Per
employee

Per male
employee

Per female
employee

Per
non-mgt
employee

Per mgt
employee

Group

2.80

2.99

2.15

2.85

2.48

Pallets
- Americas

4.75

5.05

2.28

4.92

3.35

Pallets
- EMEA

2.22

1.80

3.24

2.10

2.88

Pallets
- Asia-Pacific

1.43

1.43

1.44

1.26

2.40

RPCs

1.85

1.63

2.30

1.65

4.06

Containers

1.20

1.04

1.72

1.34

0.65

Recall

1.93

2.00

1.78

1.86

2.49

Brambles HQ

0.69

0.70

0.67

0.72

0.68

- A third-party service provider of tree-felling services at CHEP’s
Springfield timber farm in South Africa was fatally injured in
January 2013.
In FY13, Brambles achieved a BIFR of 14.9, a 31% improvement on
the adjusted previous year base rate of 21.5.
During the Year, Brambles reviewed and re-launched an updated
version of its Zero Harm Charter to all employees. The Charter,
which all employees have been asked to commit to, includes a
specific mention and emphasis on reporting “near misses” (i.e.
incidents in which a reportable injury is avoided).
This focus on a positive indicator, which seeks to identify and
eliminate risks before accidents occur, is an important step-change
in the Company’s journey to achieving zero injuries.
In support of this focus, an online near miss campaign that engages
managers and creates greater awareness of safety issues is being
rolled out globally. This in turn helps managers proactively address
safety in their own teams.
The key risks for injury in Brambles businesses include all driving and
the segregation of pedestrians from vehicles and equipment. The
major types of injury include strains, nail punctures, lacerations and
slips. These issues were addressed by safety initiatives during the
Year and remain an ongoing focus for all business units.
An increased focus on improving segregation of pedestrians from
vehicles and machinery helped drive a reduction in injury severity
rates. Forklift segregation by demarcated areas, physical barriers
and separation (ie walkways) was implemented in more sites,
including IFCO PMS and Paramount Pallet.
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A driver safety manual was developed and distributed globally. An
online risk assessment tool that provides tailored e-learning courses
for drivers was implemented in Europe in FY12 was rolled out to
North America in FY13.
In FY14, two-handed nail-guns will be installed in all IFCO PMS and
Paramount Pallet sites. This follows the successful roll-out of the
guns to all CHEP operated sites globally and a significant portion of
third party sites, most notably in Southern Europe and the USA. In
FY13, all sites that received the two-handed nail guns have seen a
decrease in nail related incidences.

Recall
Recall achieved a BIFR of 5.6, an improvement of 46%, reflecting the
continuation of its three-year safety strategy and the calibration of
incident classification in Australia and New Zealand with the rest
of Recall.

The Pallets segment achieved a BIFR of 20.5, an improvement of
29%.

Third party operations
Brambles’ Zero Harm Council is evaluating appropriate actions to
assess whether providers are focusing on safety. In FY13, Brambles
used an evaluation tool to survey nearly 150 third party operators in
Europe and the North America. The suppliers were asked to conduct
a self-assessment on 16 elements that Brambles considers as key to
a good safety management system for service centres.

Pallets - Americas
The Americas region achieved a BIFR of 38.9, an improvement of
29%, reflecting the benefits of a continued focus on near miss
reporting and standardising work practices.

Brambles engaged an external supplier to review and validate
assessments and provide a verified report on each. These reports
have been provided to Brambles. CHEP’s operations teams are now
working with these suppliers to improve their performance.

Improvements in IFCO PMS safety processes have been made as part
of its integration into the Pallets segment. The changes, which
include reducing stack heights at repair benches (which helps to
reduce strain injuries), improving band saw guarding and targeted
safety awareness training for site managers, has led to a dramatic
improvement in ergonomic impacts on employees repairing pallets.

In FY14, the process will be repeated with another 150 third party
operated sites selected to conduct self-assessment reporting.

Pallets - EMEA
The EMEA region achieved a BIFR of 3.8. The increase in BIFR of 12%
was a result of improved safety management reporting and incident
investigation processes in the Middle East & Africa region.
In Europe, all of the occupational health and safety management
systems in CHEP owned and operated plants achieved OHSAS 18001
recertification. A feature of the standard includes consideration of
the health of employees as well as the safety of the workplace.
In Spain, the Belpuig service centre successfully trialled an
automated pedestrian alert system on the site’s fork-lift truck fleet.
The system will be rolled out to all CHEP site in Europe during FY14.
In the UK, the Royal Society for the Prevention of Accidents (RoSPA)
presented CHEP a Gold Award in recognition of CHEP’s ongoing
commitment to health and safety. This follows the Silver Award
CHEP received last year.
Pallets - Asia-Pacific
The Asia-Pacific region achieved a BIFR of 10.0, an improvement of
46%. This was the result of improved ownership of safety at the
operational facility level, as well as better incident investigation
and sharing of findings throughout the service centre network.
RPCs
IFCO’s operations in Europe and the Americas recorded a BIFR of
11.0, an improvement of 1%, reflecting a continued focus on
ergonomic improvements and safety related to washing machine
safety.

Table 19: BIFR summary
FY13 FY12
Pallets Americas
Pallets EMEA

38.9 54.7

3.8

3.4

Change
29%

Reasons for change
Machine incident reductions
and repair process
improvements

(12)% Improved safety management
and incident investigation in
MEA

Pallets Asia-Pacific

10.0 18.5

46%

Pallets32

20.5 29.0

29%

RPCs

11.0 11.1

1%

Focus on ergonomic
improvements and washing
machine safety

Containers33 17.7 18.4

4%

Improvements in CHEP
Aerospace Solutions

Recall

Brambles

5.7 10.6

46%

14.9 21.5

31%

Improved ownership of safety
at the site level
-

Calibration of incident
classification throughout the
world
-

Containers
The Containers segment, which for the purposes of safety reporting
includes the CHEP Automotive & Industrial Solutions operations in
Europe and the Americas, CAPS, CHEP Aerospace Solutions, and the
CHEP Catalyst & Chemical Containers business, achieved a BIFR of
17.7, a 4% improvement. This primarily reflected improvements in
CHEP Aerospace Solutions.

32

For the purposes of safety reporting, the Pallets segment includes the CHEP
RPCs and Containers operations in Asia-Pacific and South Africa.

33
For the purposes of safety reporting, the Containers segment includes the
CHEP Automotive & Industrial Solutions operations in Europe and the
Americas, CAPS, CHEP Aerospace Solutions and the CHEP Catalyst & Chemical
Containers business.
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COMMUNITY

Brambles supports and enriches
communities through responsible
procurement, employment practices and
collaborative partnerships that connects its
people to customers and suppliers.

SMETA is a globally respected social audit format that helps
organisations manage risk by driving transparency throughout the
supply chain. A secure, online platform is used to share and manage
information related to labour standards, health and safety, the
environment and business ethics.

GOOD CORPORATE CITIZENSHIP

During the Year, the procurement team updated policies and
standard operating procedures relating to due diligence programs
for the sourcing of lumber (see Lumber section on page 12 for more
details).

One of Brambles' shared values is to always act with integrity and
respect for the community and the environment. Brambles'
businesses are part of the communities in which they operate. Being
recognised as a good corporate citizen means Brambles’ operating
businesses make a positive contribution to these communities in the
areas of supplier sustainability, environmental sustainability and
education.

This was the first large ethical audit that the Group has undertaken.
Additional audits are being planned.

CHEP’s purchasing contracts reference Brambles’ Code of Conduct
and the procurement team discusses the Code with potential
suppliers. A supplier’s agreement to comply with the Code is a CHEP
requirement.

SUPPLIER SUSTAINABILITY
Brambles expects its suppliers’ practices to be in line with its
principles. Brambles is committed to driving efficiency and
environmental sustainability in the supply chains it serves.

IFCO RPCs prefers vendors with high sustainability standards. Major
suppliers can provide feedback to IFCO in regular meetings with
management. Meetings with major suppliers occur every quarter.
Issues are discussed and resolved during the meetings.

Brambles has robust management systems for maintaining
relationships with suppliers.

The Pallets segment already assesses the emissions (from data
collection and estimation) of its subcontracted transport carriers
that move CHEP’s pallets through its network and the leased and
outsourced service centre sites that inspect and repair CHEP’s
pallets (see the Emissions section on pages 16 to 18 and the
Transport Impacts section on page 18).

Responsibility for managing relationships with suppliers resides with
the Group Presidents of each Brambles segment. In FY12, the Pallets
segment created a procurement team within the Global Operations
function and its remit covers both the Pallets and Containers
segments. Procurement is responsible for supplier standards and
monitoring performance.
In FY13, Brambles developed a global supplier policy that was
approved by the Brambles Board in August 2013.
The policy’s development included an independent gap analysis of
the Group’s existing policies and procedures with the assistance of
the NSW Government’s Sustainability Advantage Program Supply
Chain Module.
The policy covers areas of compliance, diversity, labour standards,
human rights, safety and the environment and outlines the Group’s
commitment to working with suppliers to develop more efficient,
safer and sustainable supply chains and abiding by the principles and
values outlined in Brambles’ Code of Conduct and the Zero Harm
Charter.
Suppliers are expected to follow the principles of Brambles Zero
Harm commitment to achieving zero injuries, zero environmental
damage and zero detrimental impact on human rights.
Included in the Group’s Code of Conduct, the policy will be rolled
out to all businesses in FY14 and is available on Brambles’ website.
The policy’s implementation will include a period of engagement
with strategic suppliers throughout the Group to consider the
policy’s aspects and its application.
Brambles recognises that its business units need to collaborate
closely with their third-party operators and suppliers to meet
customers’ growing interest in understanding their environmental
impact and in turn to demonstrate the benefits of using Brambles’
products and services.
By working in partnership with suppliers as it rolls out its supplier
policy in FY14, Brambles’ business units will be able to gather
credible and consistent quality data and develop better, more
sustainable and mutually beneficial outcomes.
CHEP Americas and CHEP EMEA are participants in the Supplier
Ethical Data Exchange (Sedex). Sedex connects businesses and their
suppliers in the sharing of data to measure and improve ethical and
responsible business practices.
In FY13, a Sedex Members Ethical Trade Audit (SMETA) on a number
of CHEP service centres in Europe and the USA verified that CHEP
has good practices and procedures in place.

Closer collaboration with suppliers will enable Brambles’ business
units to identify opportunities for improvement.
COMMUNITY INVESTMENT
Brambles provides financial and other forms of support to charitable
and community organisations around the world.
This support is provided in several ways:
- contributions by Brambles’ businesses to a range of local and
national charities;
- personal contributions by Brambles’ employees to a range of
fundraising events and activities;
- a volunteering policy that provides Brambles’ employees with
three days of paid volunteer leave per year;
- monetary donations provided by Brambles’ business units to
support employee volunteer efforts; and
- the provision of equipment and expertise (in-kind support) to
charity causes or organisations.
During the Year, Brambles and its businesses provided approximately
US$2.05 million in donations, sponsorship, in-kind and employee
volunteering support to global, regional and local charities and
causes.

Table 20: Donations for the Year
Financial
In-kind
Volunteering
contributions contributions
US$M

0.99

0.95

0.11

Total
2.05

This Year, in addition to its ongoing focus on environment
sustainability and education, Brambles increased its efforts to
address food waste in partnership with customers and suppliers.
With the world’s populated forecasted to rise to 9.1 billion by 2050,
it is estimated that food production needs to increase by 70% to
keep pace with the growing population.
At the same time, it is estimated that between one-third and onehalf of the food produced by the developed world is lost postharvest between the farm and consumer.
Brambles recognises that through the application of its logistics and
supply chain expertise it is uniquely placed to help reduce food
waste throughout the value chain.
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In March 2013, Brambles joined the World Economic Forum as a
partner and became a Steering Committee member of the Forum’s
food waste project.
A focus of IFCO’s Worldwide Responsibility program is sharing its
expertise in collecting and transporting fruit and vegetables with
Foodbanks around the world. Since the program’s inception, IFCO
has donated 111,532 RPCs to more than 65 Foodbank sites in Europe,
North America and South America. It has also helped co-finance 38
refrigerated vehicles to keep fruit and vegetables fresh within the
Foodbank network.
CHEP Australia provides Foodbank warehouses with pallets, crates
and bins to help move stock throughout the Foodbank networks. In
December, CHEP Australia received Foodbank’s Annual Collaboration
Award. Foodbank’s Chair called CHEP:
“the unsung hero of Foodbank. The role CHEP plays
underpins Foodbank’s supply chain nationally and without
them we would simply be unable to move the food
donated to where it’s needed.”
In its 18 year partnership with Foodbank, CHEP estimates that it has
provided more than 300,000 pallets as well as bins and crates for
fresh food.
In 2012, the Australian Food and Grocery Council’s (AFGC) Future of
Packaging white paper identified a need for greater understanding
of the implications of packaging on sustainability outcomes. As a
responsible partner throughout food supply chains, CHEP Australia
commissioned the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology’s Centre
for Design study on The role of packaging in minimising food waste
in the supply chain of the future. The study, released in June 2013,
investigates where and why food waste occurs along both the fresh
and manufactured food supply chain and proposes opportunities for
industry to reduce food waste through innovative and sustainable
packaging.

Volunteering
Brambles has an employee volunteering policy, which provides
employees with three days of paid volunteer leave per year during
usual contracted hours to provide volunteer services to communitybased not-for-profit, educational, or environmental organisations.
During the Year, more than 490 employees volunteered a combined
total of 3,843 hours.
CHEP USA’s CHEP Cares program has implemented a number of
initiatives to encourage employees to get involved with their
communities. These include:
- an online system that tracks employee volunteering hours and a
calendar of events that helps employees find and sign up for
events in their local community;
- a matching gifts program, which provides all employees the ability
to double their donations to recognised charitable organisations up
to an amount of US$1,000; and
- a voluntary “give as you earn” program, under which employees
can donate direct from their payroll to CHEP USA’s core charitable
organisations and CHEP USA then matches these donations.
Through CHEP Australia’s Helping Hand program, employees donate
to local charity and community organisations across Australia.
CHEP Australia also works with The Smith Family to host a career
day for disadvantaged teenagers from local high schools. Students
attend along with teachers, volunteers from CHEP and staff from
The Smith Family Learning for Life program. Students meet with
CHEP staff from across the business, participate in workshop
activities to learn about education, career paths and job interview
skills and gain an insight into corporate life.

Areas where waste was identified as avoidable included poor
inventory management, overstocking shelves and product damage
during transport and handling.
The report found packaging can play a crucial role in protecting
fresh produce and processed food in transit, storage, at the point of
sale and prior to consumption.
More information and a copy of the full report are available at
chep.com.
CHEP UK works with FareShare, a national charitable organisation
that works with the food industry to take surplus food that is fit for
purpose but would otherwise be going to landfill. CHEP UK supports
FareShare across a wide number of initiatives, and one area is to
open all of the 17 FareShare depots to accept CHEP pallets.
CHEP USA is engaging with manufacturers, retail distributors, and
food service providers to analyse and reduce the cost of unused food
and packaging.
Recall’s Secure Destruction Services sites hold “shredder days”,
where members of the local community can deposit sensitive
documents, such as bank statements, medical records or other
personal documents, knowing Recall will securely destroy them.
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Assurance

Assurance relates to the review of sustainability data by an independent third party. In FY13 Brambles engaged KPMG to
provide limited assurance. The engagement consisted of KPMG making inquiries, primarily of persons who are responsible for
Brambles’ adherence to the GRI principles for defining the content of this Sustainability Review and for the preparation of the
selected sections presented in the Review, and applying analytical and other evidence gathering procedures to that
information, as appropriate.
The extent of evidence gathering procedures performed in a limited assurance engagement is less than that for a reasonable
assurance engagement, and therefore a lower level of assurance is provided.
KPMG’s statement of limited assurance can be found on the Brambles’ website on the Sustainability Reviews page.

Bi-annual management
declarations

Bi-annual management declarations confirm, among other matters, the adequacy of internal control procedures, the
effectiveness of risk management systems and compliance with material regulatory and statutory requirements. General
Managers and Finance Managers are required to sign off the management declaration questionnaires for their area of
responsibility.

Brambles Employee
Survey (BES)

Brambles measures employee engagement through the annual Brambles Employee Survey (BES). Engagement is a combination
of perceptions that positively impact behaviour. These perceptions include satisfaction, pride, loyalty and a willingness to be
an advocate for the organisation; engagement results are an average of these four items and measure to what extend
employees agree or disagree with the statement. Those employees who agree or strongly agree are the most engaged.

Brambles injury
frequency rate (BIFR)

Brambles Injury Frequency Rate is the primary measure of safety performance in Brambles. BIFR is generally comparable to the
total recordable injury frequency rate (TIFR) or total recordable injury rate (TRR) used in other businesses. BIFR records all
fatalities and three types of injury, each at a rate of injury per million hours worked:
–
–
–
–

Carbon neutral pallet
offering

work related fatalities;
loss of a full work shift due to injury;
modified duties following an injury; and
incidents that require medical treatment.

A product available to CHEP European customers. Participants are able to offset the annual carbon footprint of their CHEP
pallet movements. Features of the program include:
- The requirement that the product’s materials come from sustainable sources.
- A robust measurement system that covers all service centres, subcontracted locations, offices and transportation
functions.
- A comprehensive life-cycle analysis developed in partnership with an independent third party, carried out under ISO14040
standards and peer-reviewed.
- A partnership with a recognised leader in the carbon credit industry, the Carbon Neutral Company, to purchase
internationally recognised Verified Carbon Standard-certified credits.
The cost of purchasing offset credits for customers to achieve carbon neutrality is relatively inexpensive, due to the
inherent environmental efficiencies of the pooling model. By choosing to purchase credits, customers are able to reduce the
carbon footprint in the supply chain and invest in reforestation projects in developing countries.

CHEP Pallets

Includes the CHEP operations in Pallets Americas, Pallets EMEA and Pallet Asia-Pacific, but does not include the IFCO Pallet
Management Services and Paramount Pallet businesses.

CEDEP

Brambles is a member of the Cedep consortium. Cedep is the European centre for executive leadership development, based on
the campus of the prestigious INSEAD business school in Fontainebleau, France.

Certified sources (of
lumber)

CHEP promotes sourcing of lumber for its pooled pallet requirements from sustainable lumber sources. Brambles set a target in
2010 for 100% chain of custody certification for lumber purchased by CHEP. Brambles reports all lumber purchased in three
categories:
1.
2.
3.

Chain of custody certified lumber (see Chain of custody certification)
Lumber from certified sources; and
Policy compliant lumber (see Policy compliant lumber).

Lumber from certified sources is defined in two categories:
1.

2.

Certified sources with chain of custody certification, where CHEP has confidence, via due diligence, that the
source of the lumber has chain of custody certification; however, suppliers have not correctly referenced this
certification or have not provided complete accreditation details for the lumber supplied to CHEP carrying chain
of custody certification.
Other certified sources, where CHEP has confidence, via due diligence, that the source forest or mill (ie a
certified forest, in the case of PEFC and FSC, or a certified mill in the case of United States SFI-certified sourcing)
is certified by PEFC, FSC or equivalent. Equivalence is based on the Montreal sustainability criteria that underpin
PEFC and FSC.

Lumber that does not satisfy CHEP’s due diligence requirements for certified source definition must still require its policy on
sustainable lumber sourcing standards.
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Chain of custody
certification

Chain of custody certification is the process by which certified forest products are verified to come from properly managed,
sustainable sources. To become chain of custody certified, organisations must meet minimum requirements in product
traceability, product storage and handling, invoicing and record keeping, and have an on-site audit by an accredited thirdparty verifier.
There are several recognised standards that promote sustainable forestry management, including Forest Stewardship Council
(FSC) and Program for the Endorsement of Forest Certification Programs (PEFC). For example, FSC Chain of Custody
certification allows companies to label FSC products and applies to manufacturers, processors and traders of FSC certified
forest products. It verifies FSC certified forest products along the production chain. At each stage in the chain of processing
and transformation, chain of custody certification is needed to confirm that FSC certified wood products are kept separate
from uncertified products, or mixed in approved ways.
Brambles set a target in 2010 for 100% chain of custody certification for lumber purchased by CHEP. Brambles reports all
lumber purchased in three categories:
1.
2.
3.

Chain of custody certified lumber
Lumber from certified sources; (see Certified sources) and
Policy compliant lumber (see Policy compliant lumber).

CHEP Europe achieved chain of custody certification for lumber purchased for its pallets from FSC and PEFC in 2011.
CO2-e

Carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2-e) is the universal unit of measurement to indicate the full global warming potential (GWP) of
a particular greenhouse gas emission. It takes into account the GWP of each of the six Kyoto greenhouse gases, and expresses
them in terms of the equivalent units of carbon dioxide. It is used for measuring and reporting different emissions sources on a
common basis. At the corporate level, CO2-e is typically reported in kilotonnes (kt).

Containers

Brambles’ business is organised into a number of segments, which includes Pallets, RPCs and Containers. Containers serves the
bulk goods, automotive, aerospace and chemical sectors. Operates mostly under the CHEP brand worldwide, as well as the
CAPS brand in bulk goods in the Americas.

Education, Training
and Development (ETD)

One of the areas of focus for Brambles’ Sustainability strategy is its people and the education, training and development
opportunities available to them. Brambles has set a target of a 25% increase in total ETD days taken by employees on 2012
participation levels by 2015.

Executive Leadership
Team (ELT)

The Brambles Executive Leadership Team assists in implementing Brambles' strategic direction, and ensuring its resources are
well managed. The members of the Team and their biographies are can be found on the Executive Leadership Team page on
Brambles’ website.

Greenhouse gas (GHG)

Gases that trap heat in the atmosphere are often called greenhouse gases. Some greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide
occur naturally and are emitted to the atmosphere through natural processes and human activities.
Other greenhouse gases (e.g. fluorinated gases) are created and emitted solely through human activities. The principal
greenhouse gases that enter the atmosphere because of human activities are carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous
oxide (N2O) and fluorinated gases. Like most businesses, Brambles impacts on climate change through the consumption of
energy, which entails the burning of fossil fuels.

iCARE

Brambles global online data collection system (rolled out in FY13) that will collects Occupational Health & Safety and
sustainability data of its businesses, providing a standardised system that enables data entry at a site level.

The IUCN Red List of
Threatened SpeciesTM

The IUCN Red List of Threatened Species™ is the world's most comprehensive inventory of the global conservation status of
plant and animal species. It uses a set of criteria to evaluate the extinction risk of thousands of species and subspecies. These
criteria are relevant to all species and all regions of the world. With its strong scientific base, the IUCN Red List is recognised
as the most authoritative guide to the status of biological diversity.

Lean

Lean or Lean thinking, is derived from the Toyota Production System and assists in the identification and steady elimination of
waste, the improvement of quality, production time and cost reduction.

Net Promoter Score
(NPS)

Net Promoter is a multi dimensional program that includes Net Promoter Score (NPS) measurement, leadership practices that
promote customer centricity, organisational strategies to ensure program adoption, integration with core business processes
and operational systems geared to identify improvements in the customer experience.
Detailed questionnaires generate data about customers' views on processes and performance. This data is distilled into a single
usable indicator, known as the NPS. The NPS measures the relative weight of people who use and recommend a company’s
services or products to others, compared to those who are unhappy.

NR

Not Reported.
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Pallets

Brambles’ business is organised into a number of segments, which includes Pallets, RPCs and Containers. Pallets serves
customers in multiple supply chains, in particular consumer goods, fresh produce and general manufacturing, across three
regions: Americas; Europe, Middle East & Africa (EMEA); and Asia-Pacific.
The Americas region consists of the CHEP Canada (including Paramount Pallet), CHEP Latin America, CHEP USA and IFCO Pallet
Management Services customer business units as well as the LeanLogistics business.
The EMEA region consists of the CHEP Central & Eastern Europe, CHEP Middle East & Africa and CHEP Western Europe customer
business units.
The Asia-Pacific region consists of the CHEP Asia and CHEP Australia & New Zealand customer business units.

Policy compliant
lumber sources

CHEP promotes sourcing of lumber for its pooled pallet requirements from sustainable lumber sources.
Where the purchased lumber does not carry chain of custody certification, or is not from a certified source, CHEP undertakes
due diligence to establish that the lumber flow has not been contaminated by controversial source lumber. CHEP’s due
diligence includes consideration of legislation, biodiversity, conservation, protected and endangered species, labour practices
for forest workers, indigenous rights, and so on. Lumber will not be purchased from a source where CHEP’s due diligence is not
satisfied.

Reusable Plastic Crates
(RPCs)

Brambles’ business is organised into a number of segments, which includes Pallets, RPCs and Containers. RPCs serves the fresh
produce sector under the IFCO brand in Europe, North America and South America and the CHEP brand in Australia, New
Zealand and South Africa.

Scope1, Scope 2
& Scope 3 greenhouse
gas emissions

Scope 1 emissions come from direct purchases of fuel, for company-owned transport or heating. Scope 2 emissions are indirect
purchases of energy, like electricity. Scope 3 emissions are generated by a third party, e.g. a transport company carrying a
company’s freight.

Supplier Data Exchange
(Sedex)

Sedex is a not for profit membership organisation dedicated to driving improvements in ethical and responsible business
practices in global supply chains.
Several regional CHEP businesses are members of Sedex.

The Year

Brambles’ 2013 financial year.

Zero Harm

Brambles’ Zero Harm commitment is based on the belief that all accidents, injuries and harm can and should be prevented. To
that end, every manager is accountable for achieving Zero Harm and required to demonstrate leadership in creating a culture
that actively promotes Zero Harm. Everyone is responsible for committing and contributing to Zero Harm. Brambles’ Zero Harm
Charter, which sets out the vision, values and behaviours and commitment required to work safely, is provided to all
employees.
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